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HIGH AND LOW
' Low tonight and high Tues­
day at Kelowna 42 and 55. Tem­
peratures recorded Saturday 43 
and 67. Sunday 43 and 63 with 
•  trace of rain.
T h e
FORECAST
Variable cloudiness today. 
Cloudy with scattered showers to­
night. Cloudy with sunny Inter­
vals tomorrow. Cooler. Winds 
southerly 20 In some valleys.
V oL 5 4 Price 5 C ca ti
Tea Pases No. 191
Provinces Ask Cabinet
To W ip e  O u t Rail
FOOD PRICES RISE IN ALL 
CITIES EXCEPT VANCOUVER
OTTA\V.\ (C P )—Increases in food indexes across 
Canada pushed consumer price indexes up in all but one 
city— Vancouver—at the beginning of March, the bureau 
of statistics said today.
The index, based on 1949 prices equalling 100, re­
mained unchanged at 124.5 in Vancouver.
Sharp increases in egg prices were recorded in eastern 
cities, while a number of fresh fruits and vegetables— 
particularly potatoes and oranges—were higher in all 
regions.
YOUTH AND SPRING BLOSSOM TOGETHEP.
Warm Okanagan sunshine, 
the spirit of youth and blossom­
ing apricot trees go together 
and Courier photographer Irv­
ing Gorby made the most of it 
a t the weekend, when the out- 
of-doors proved . irrestible to 
Kelownians. He c a u g h t
(ABOVE) pretty Louise Ras­
mussen, 16, Kelowna h i g h  
school senior, enjoying Can­
ada’s best weather against a 
background of blossoms. .*■
PRICE^^gtOBE^-SfANS BREAD




CAMBRIDGE. Mass. (A P )- 
Scientists said today Sputnik II, 
history’s first passenger-carrying 
satellite, apparently fell apart 
over the West Indies Sunday 
night.
They said a single sighting 
from Denver, Colo., indicated 
the heavy rocket motor of the 
Soviet man-made moon might 
have made one more lap around 
the world than the rest of Sput­
nik. The Denver sighting was Vh. 
hours after the supposed crack- 
up over the West Indies.
Dr. John White of the Smith­
sonian Astrophysical Observatory
MONTREAL (CP) -P residen t^
M ai lack «I further rt|M.nga af- N R. Crump of the C anaton S j f  b , X S  „ t \o c .m .« v e
ter the one at 10:12 EST Sunday cihc Railway has assailed the i"- Enginemen (AFL-
night from Denver. , ternational president of t h e  CLC), today declined immediate
The rocket would have mabe Brotherhood of Locomotive Fire- . . . .
another pass down the West Coast Enginemen (AFL-CLC
88 minutes later had it been suit jqj. ‘'attack” on the compe- 
aloft. N u m e r o u s  moonwaten tence of the Kellock royal com 
teams throughout the west, and j^ission.
Stanford University’s radar tel^  jjj g letter to union chief H. E. 
scope at Palo Alto, Calif., mailed of Cleveland, Ohio, Mr.
to pick up this passage. . Crump said ‘T have b e e n
Sputnik II fooled the professor shocked, as I am sure all Cana- 
predictions of its time of death by ^ians have, by ypur attacks on 
gliding around the world half a the competence, thoroughness 
dozen times longer than expected fairness of the royal com'
Sunday night. , mission.”
If the sections that seemmgly Gilbert, in an April 8 letter
fell apart over the West Indies proposing a meeting between 
continued far enougji—and were himself and Mr. Crump, leaders 
not consulted'by heat from air Uf opposed sides in the diesel 
friction—they might have found firemen controvery, said the 
their final resting place in the members of the commission‘‘are 
jungles of Brazil. not expert’ in railroad opera-
----------- ------- -- tions.” He also wrote of “ a glar-
ineptitude” in practical railroad 
operations and , attei^ant prob-
■'Mr. criimp S leuei* told Mr.
Crump Defends Kellock 
In Reply To Union Chief
Eight Governments 
Protest Rate Basis
(COMPILED 'FROM CP DISPA TCHES)
OTTAWA—Eight provincial governments today asked tho 
federal cabinet to strip-railways of their last two freight rate 
increases.
Governments of all provinces e.xcept Ontario and Quebec, 
in a presentation to ministers, called on the cabinet to void 
rate boosts worth about $25,000,000 to the roads.
Prime Minister Diefenbaker said after the morning ses­
sion he does not know when a decision will bo reached.
He said he expects hearings will be completed today but 
added they could continue Tuesday.
Besides appealing from a 3.6-
comment on a letter from CPR 
President N. R. Crump. •
EDMONTON (CP) — Cana-ithe royal commission on  ̂ price 
dian consumers ought to pay a j spreads^ 
higher price for wheat, the ai- ' ' " " ' " ' ’ 
berta wheat pool argued today.
"Grain producers arc gener­
ally in agreement that domestic 
consumers should be paying 
more for the wheat they use,” 
the pool said.
For 10 years growers virtually 
aubsidized consumers to the tune 
of millions of dollars by accept­
ing a low frozen price for wheat, 
pool chairman G. L. Harrold told
SHOULD REPAY GROWERS
Now it was time consumers— 
enjoying some of the highest 
wages in history — paid wheat 
growers back. They should be 
willing to pay a wheat price 
higher than fhat obtainable by 
growers in world markets.
Bread buyers didn’t seem to 
realize that while bread prices 
had increased, the price growers 
got for their wheat had dropped.
RedN-Tests
PM May Appoint 
More Cabinet Aid
OTTAWA (CP)—Prime Minis-lorgnnization 
Icr John Diefenbaker and Liberal 
Lender Lester B. Pearson were 
back In the capital today from 
post-election campaign holjdnys.
Mr. Diefenbaker, returning 
Sunday from a week-long Ber­
muda stay, told reporters at Up­
lands airport he expects to make 
new cabinet npiKiintments before 
Parliament opens, May 8 still 
was the oiH'ning date "ns (nr ns 
I’m concerned."
Mr. Pearson, arrived Saturday 
from Florida said one of his first 
jobs would be a major party rc-
‘from the ground
Since 1947, the price of bread 
in Canada had climbed by some 
58 per cent while wheat prices 
had declined by some 18 per cent, 
the pool said.
Farmers were concerned over 
the widening gap between the 
price of wheat and the price con­
sumers pay for bread. Factors 
other than wheat were at the 
roots of the mounting spread, the 
pool suggested.
‘"rhe cost of wheat that goes 
into the loaf is no longer a major 
factor in the price of bread.”
In the last 10 years bread 
prices at Calgary had risen by 
seven cents a loaf. Tho cost of 
the wheat that went into that 
loaf had increased by only one- 
fifth of a cent.
AGREED TO PRICE FREEZE
A higher Canadian wheat price 
was “ Justifiable” on tho grounds
Gilbert "the growing resentment 
I towards interference by interna­
tional trade unions in Canadian 
affairs is a fact in 'th e  life of 
Canada.” No parallel could be 
drawn between the CPR, ^ n  
with few exeptions by Canadian 
WASHINGTON ( AP)—The re-j citizens, and an international 
cent Soviet nuclear tests were!trade union.
the dirtiest radio-active debris 
tests the worM has ever known."
That’s the view of senator Hu 
bert Humphrey (Dem. Miiyi-) 
who said Sunffcy there probably 
is a great deal of evidence to 
back a Danish report that a 
catastrophic accident caused a 
halt in the Russian test series.
The report said the m i s h a p  
caused radio-active fallout to in-
Festival 
Results
Kelowna talent rated high 
at opening Okanagan Music 
Festival competitions in Pen­
ticton this morning.
Teresa Humphreys, 8, will 
share the Donna Marie Hauser 
cup with Denise O’Brian of 
Penticton. The girls placed 
first in under 8 and 9 piano­
forte competiUons.
Another first place was taken 
by Jean Allan in the Pianoforte 
(.4inde». fl...yeara «lass>-( Dimaldf 
'  Burnett, also of Kelowna,- plac-* 
ed third in this class.
Greta Rojem of Kelowna rat­
ed second in the vocal; solo, 
girls under 16 class, and Shar­
on Grant and Dianne Pratter 
placed second and third re- 
pectively in the pianoforte solo, 
Canadian composer, under 16 
years class.
Summit Talk Plan
caused radio-active lauom i..-i WASHINGTON (AP) -  Stateiants said the NATO council, com- 
crease to the danger point over Secretary Dulles said today prep-posed of permanent representa- 
Russia and many neighboring aratory talks aiming at a sum-Lj^gg NATO powers, has
3tgtes. mit meeting "may get started _ ---------------
Denmark’s biggest newspaper, Dulles, briefing about 200 edit- 
Berlingske Tidende, said in Co- within a few days." 
penhagen Sunday the accident|ors and writers of the Interna-
was prob'thly the real reason for 
Russia’s unilateral decision to 
stop testing nuclear weapons, 
saying the Russians could not 
risk continuing tests of arms with 
serious defects.
that during and Immediately af 
“P- ter the Second World War, farm-
Mr. Diefenbaker hinted he may gj.g ngreed to accept a govern 
name one or more new ministers ment • - frozen domestic wheat
from other provinces in addition 
to three new cabinet appoint­
ments from Quebec,
Referring to the March 31 gen­
eral election result — 208 Pro­
gressive. Conservatives in the 265 
scat Commons — he said, it Is 
“conceivable, In view of the com­
prehensive return of members, 
there could be additions In one 
or more provinces."
price in order to hold the lid on 
rising living costs.
"It is impossible to place a 
dollar value on the extent of this 
See PRICE PROBE-Page 8
SPOT NEWS IN BRIEF
' OSLO, Norway (AP) — Twoi the U.S, economic recession. He 
aealers, and a rescue ship . that j also urged a big increase in gov
went to their aid were trapped 
in ice packs and treatened with 
dc.structiou ttnlay off the e(ist 
const of Grcealapd,
Two other .sealers and a frig­
ate steamed toward llie MiKting 
ice, floes to tiy to reacli tlio .50 
sailors ulx'ard the Iraiiiied ships, 
nil Norwegian.
\llAVANA (AP) —Army planes 
poundiHl the wild mountains of 
Orlentc province with Immbs nnd 
bullets tixlay. but rebel bands mv 
crated freily In the northern 
coastal area, Fidel Castro's guor- 
rplas continued .shooting nUack.s 
on tfains and buse.s;. >
WASHINGTON (AP) — Harry 
R. Trueman tixlay proiKised a *5,- 
000,000,000 lax cut for low and 
middle-income taxpayer? to Hght
CANADA'S HIGH 
. . . AND LOW





I.ONDON (AP) — The Labor 
party piled up more sweeping 
gains toilay in eounty council 
elections, underlining what lailxir 
leaders described as the declin­
ing po|iularlly of Prime Minister 
Macmillan’s ruling (Conserva­
tives. Conflicting claims by the 
rival iiartles made U difficult to 
inenaure the exact degree of 
I.aliorites succcaaca.
hipNTREAL (CP) Phillip 
Corluey, chairman of tho United 
States Council ol the Interna­
tional ainml)er of Commerce 
said Saturday mOat IJ,S. busl- 
itessinen nnd conaumers arc 0|v 
IKised to recent Inpiort rcatrlc 
Ilona on Canadian oil.
VICTORIA (C.PI — Tlie future 
of the human r ’ce may be de 
eided in Antarctica, claims Dr 
Hrwk ClilshOlm. former director- 
general of the World Health Or- 
ganlintlonk Antarctica Is the last 
iintnpi>ed slorehmiso of natural 
resources. "Never before has 
control of any great atorehoufio 




OTTAWA (CP) -  The federal 
government plan.s to borrow 
more than $800,000,000 in two new 
ionn 1.S8UC.S to refund $600,000,000 
worth of bond.s maturing May 
nnd for other general purposc.s.
The first loan, to bo nvnllnble 
for delivery nnd payment May 1, 
is made up on three separate 
bond is.sues. The amount of each 
issue la not fixed but the three 
mu.st not total more than $8(K), 
000,000,
The second loan, also open ns 
to amount, but subject to the 
goviMiimenl’s limitation, consist 





JOHANNESBURG (Reuters — 
Police were called out today to 
ensure enforcement of a ban for­
bidding Africans congregating in 
groups of more than 10 in all 
major centres ns voters — all 
white — prepared to elect a now 
government Wednesday.
The special precautions wore 
made as African lenders threat­
ened to stage stny-nt-homc dem­
onstrations starting today In sup­
port of what they call a total 
disregard of their interests in 
South Africa’s, political future.
tional Press Institute, said "ex 
tensive preparatory work" is ur­
gently needed to establish a solid 
basis for any meeting by heads 
of government.
Dulles added that It is "quite 
illusory” to believe that world 
leaders could sit down and make 
meaningful decisions w i t h o u t  
prior detailed examination of 
problems by lower-ranking aides.
Dulles’ remarks 'hinted strongly 
that the Western Big Three might 
agree to begin talks at an am­
bassadors’ level Thursday in 
Moscow. The West, however, will 
almost certainly Insist that these 
discussions lending to n summit 
conference be broader than Mos­
cow has proposed.
In Paris today, reliable inform-
agreed to start summit prepara 
tory talks with Russia in Moscow 
this week.
Delegates from the United 
States, Britain and France sub­
mitted their governments’ pro­
posed reply to the latest, note 
from Soviet Premier Khrushchev. 
Khrushchev had suggested the 
Thur.sday meeting day.
Khrushchev sugge.sted that the 
ambassadors concentrate only on 
deciding on the time and place 
of a foreign ministers meeting 
which would occur by May 15.
In his off-the-cuff remarks, 
Dulles said repeatedly that peace 
has to be "organized nnd insti­
tutionalized” in order to ease the 
continuing threat of war.
He said the free world alliances 
now linking about .50 non-Com- 
munist lands, have pEpdsely such 
a peaceful objective in mind.
per-cent boost authorized by the 
board of transport commissioners 
last December, the provinces also 
asked the cabinet to throw out a 
four-per-cent increase that went 
into effect Jan. 1, 1957.
It became known only today 
that the provinces were asking 
the cabinet to rescind the earlier 
four-per-cent increase along with 
the later one.
TWO APPEAR
The presentation to the cabinet 
was' aimed primarily at the 3.6- 
per-cent hoist, authorized by the 
transport board Dec. 27 and later 
suspended by the ministers until 
May 1 pending today’s hearing.
However, the governments con­
tended in their submission that 
their argument against the new 
increase applies to the previous 
one and that it, too, should be 
cancelled.
Two premiers—D. L. Campbell 
of Manitoba and T. C. Douglas of 
Saskatchewan — appeared before 
the cabinet in support of the 
provinces’ claim.
At the closed meeting between 
federal ministers and provincial 
representatives, basic argument 
was delivered by Alberta counsel 
J. J. Frawley, backed up by F. 
D. Smith, for the Maritimes and 
NeacfounqiJiod, C. W- ^Brazier of 
British Columbia and David Jones 
of Manitoba.
DECISION RIGHT 
'The railways, in reply to the 
provincial submission, said in a 
brief that the transport board de­
cision was right and suggested 
that the board is the best quali­
fied body to decide the issue.
The cabinet has the power to 
change the board’s decision, or to 
refer the issue baijk to the com­
missioners for reCopsideration.
The provinces’ appeal was 
based on thd contention that the 
transport board was wrong in al­
lowing'the Canadian Pacific Rail­
way to charge the cost of a tax 
deferral plan against current rev­
enue, meaning that it would he 
mainly chalked up against freight 
rates.
• The CPR is used by the board 
as the "yardstick” line for the 
.setting of freight rates,
RETAIN MONEY 
Under the tax deferral setup, 
the board has allowed the CPR 
to retain money from _ current 
revenue against the possibility of 
it being needed to pay Increased 
corporation taxes in the future.
The provincial argument was 
that the company should not be
See FREIGHT RATES—Page 8
\*
PRINCE PHILIP
Commonwealth's Loftiest Hotel 
To Be Launched This Week
Princess W ill Visit 
Shakespeare Show
RTIlATFORD. Ont, (CP)-Prin 
cess Margaret will visit the Strat­
ford Shakcapenrean festival July 
31, llio featlval announced today. 
She will attend a coi^imand 
perfonTU»i)(’(' Shnkea[)eare',s 
Tho Winter’s Tale in the cvenifig.
MONTREAI' (CP)-W ith Texas 
gusto and Quebec bonhomie, the 
loftiest liotel in the Comnaon- 
wealtli will be Iniinehed this week 
on its’ l)illlon-dollnr career.
A couple of bnre-ehested In­
dians. some modern coureurs do 
bols, and a gaggle of movie stars 
will be added for good mensiire 
hs\a dazzling two-day formal fete 
Ina'ugurates the $20,000,000 'Queen 
Elizabeth Hotel here.
Tho "guests-only" festivities.
LONDON (AP)—Prince Philip 
said today he thinks Britain 
ought to get into the space race 
with the Uniteci- States and Rus­
sia.
"I, personally cannot believe 
that the British people, or the 
people of the Commonwealth will 
be content to sit by and watch 
others e x p l - o r e  the universe 
around us,” he said.
He was opening a discussion on 
guided missiles and space travel 
organized by the Air League ol 
the British Empire of which 
Philip is patron.
“Some of you may be wonder­
ing why it is that this country 
has no immediate plans for space 
travel while one hears that Rus­
sia and America are apparently 
hard at work,” the duke told a 
youthful audience of about 2,500 
per.sons.
"You can be quite certain that 
It is not from any lack of willing­
ness or scientific brain power. It 
Ls simply that research and de­
velopment for space travel la 
almlghtily expensive. We could 
only possibly go in for.this If we 
were prepared to make very con­
siderable sacrifices in other di­
rections,”
Executive
starting Tuo.sdny, Include cock 
tall parties, a fashion show, three 
luncheons, a gourmet'? banquet 
nnd a $100-per-couple fashion- 
plate midnight ball for charily.
A planeload of Hollywood slnr- 
lots—many with Canadian origins 
—is to arrive tonight from Ix)S 
Angeles, Two celelriity - filled 
trains pull(-d into Central Station 
underneath tho hotel Tuesday, 
carrying the last of the Chicago 
nnd New York guests.
TORONTO (CP) 
nursed Its election wounds and 
planned n major budget boo.st at 
a “come-back-fighting” execu­
tive meeting here Sunday but the 
big question remained unan­
swered: Y r.
Who will succeed M. J . Cold- 
well ns national lender?
The 69-ycnr-old veteran of 23 
years In the Commons who suf­
fered personal defeat In last 
month's Progressive Conserva 
live landslide reaffirmed to his 
colleagues that he intends to turn 
the post over to a-younger man 
at the Montreal leadership con­
vention In July.
He made It clear nt .n press 
conference following the closed 
meeting of tho national executive 
that If any draft-Coldwell movc- 
mimt develops, It won’t work, 
Tho picture was less definite
The CCF concerning Stanley Knowles, dop  
uty lender and regarded as top 
choice to succeed Mr, Coldwcll. 
Mr. Knowle.s, 49, also lost hla 
sent last month.
Ho has been offered nomination 
for a $12,000 - « * year execuUva 
vice-president's job at tho CnnO'* 
dinn Labor Congress convention 
In Winnipeg April 21-25. He ex­
pects to Inform his CLC support- 
rs of his decision within two or
three days; .r
A meeting of the CCF naltonol 
council ’wns set Sunday for th(» 
May 17-19 weekend’ at Ottawa. 
The Ottawa session is expected, 
to clarify tho leadership plctiyd 
which was not discussed In de­
tail here, i i;
A Montreal convention to plcK 
Mr. Coldwell’s succeasor vflU pn 
held July 30, 31 nnd Aug. 1. ^
Conciliation proceedings will begin iinnicdiatcly in the 25 
districts where teacher salaric.s have been fixed under certain 
provisio\\s of the Public Schools Act. '
Tliis will also Include Kelowna School District 23, which 
extends from Oyama to Pcacliland.1U> IIUIll V.#̂ UIIi .
Kcprcscntativcs of the 2.5yiyrict boards, rnccting in a 
special session hero Saturday nigluylccldcd to adopt hducation
' \
Tills move also w a i confirmed locally by the board ofJ1 111 MIS'**"" HI**'-* '
trustees of District 23, who said that the local teachers associ­
ation would he informed tliat a mcctinc between them nnd the 
trustees would he arranged as soon as flic conciliators can come
to this area, ' , ....... i
I  hc Peterson' formula called for conciliation in ilio 2,5
districts together with sin end to their blacklisting by tho teachers
‘• mis means an immediate start on conciliation in the to seek work in the school districfs where sahirics nau ocen
25 districts”, a member of the B.C. .^hool Trustees’ Associa- arbitrarily^ . Ocean Falls, named by llw ttustcep to
lion said in an official stalcmcnl issuctl after Ihc closed niccling. A . M. H ^vey  i  ,
work with Miss Mollic Cotlingliani, president
will ask Miss Cotlingham to join him In sefting «p a conciliatioii
‘̂'""‘Decision of the 24 hoards was
statement said, Other riicmbcr districts of tho BCSTA,dld not
participate in Saturday’s spcchd meeting here-
The meeting felt that eonciliation procedures could work, 
and that the situation “could bo rectified providing no tltrcaW 
of blacklisting, strike or other pressure tactics’ are permitted 
to  handicap, Ihc conciliators,  ̂ '
I hc statement said the trustees arc prepared to go nl| 
ibe way” in seeking a  latUfaclory Mttlcmcnt of iluj is iu ca ,'
I , \ "
I
T h e  D a i l y  C o u r i e r
■M
PuMUUd by rbe Kelowna Coartet LiiiiMed. 492 Uoyte Kdowaa. B.C.
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D ra s tic  C a b in e t O v e rh a u  
N o t  P ro b a b le  V e ry  S oon
A F 1 6 R  8 V  R M R O SM C H eV  I f i e  t f a v i e r  A <4I>fM Y
6 F  A U K  t A U J e o t H  A B T i^ T S  T o  W «R K  T a s e T H E R  “ R*
W o c e  V v i v i P  P fC T O H e  p p  7 n e  $ o v t e r  m a n —
■ g O ltP e P  O P  C O M M U N IS M - — -n e w s  < « m
Some cabinet changes are bound to follow 
the recent election, Uiough they may be liip- 
ited at first. Past experience suggests that 
Mr. Diefcnbaker is inclined to move gently.
But he has a commitment to give Quebec 
more representations and he has announced 
from Bermuda that Quebec will have three 
more portlolios. On the long view, almost 
100 news MPs must provide jome attractive 
new talent.
Only two portfolios now lack full time 
ministers. They are citizenship and immigra­
tion (which Davie Fulton doubles with jus­
tice) and defence production (which Howard 
i Green doubles with public works), unless 
; the cabinet is to be increased to rather un-
• wieldly size (it now number 21), some cxist- 
. ing members may have to be retired before
any significant number of new ones can be
• appointed.
■ Mr. Diefcnbaker is not well placed to offer 
consolation prizes to retiring ministers. He 
has only five senate vacancies to fill; and 
only two arc suitable for ministers who could 
be dropped.
Quebec has two vacancies; Newfoundland, 
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick each have 
one. Provincial distribution is fixed by the 
British North America Act. Tradition pins 
down the scats even more strictly by religion.
The one Protestant vacancy (if the old di­
visions arc followed) is in New Brunswick. 
It would be suitable for the present N.B. 
representative in the cabinet, Alfred J. 
Brooks, minister for veterans affairs, who is 
6V and one of the Conservative stalwarts who 
bore the burden of the weary opposition 
years right through from 1935.
William J. Browne, minister without port­
folio from Newfoundland, is the only other 
who matches a vacancy both by province and 
religion. The Newfoundiand vacancy has been 
held by an Irish Roman Catholic. But moving 
Mr. Browne will not provide an extra cabinet 
seat unless the island province’s cabinet rep­
resentation is to be forfeited.
The Nova Scotia senate vacancy belongs 
by tradition to a Roman Catholic from Cape 
Breton, and nobody in the cabinet fills the 
bill. The Quebec vacancies are one each for 
an Irish Roman Catholic and a French Ro­
man Catholic but they cannot help with the 
cabinet problem wheih is to find jobs for 
i more Quebec members, not to reduce them.
In the present cabinet. Ontario, British 
Columbia and Saskatchewan appeared over­
represented by past standards. Ontario had 
seven members, three of them from Toronto, 
B.C. had three and Saskatchewan two. B.C. 
was given three cabinet ministers last June 
not for the sake of rewarding the province 
but because of the members’ standing in 
the party. They are Howard Green. George 
Pearkes and E. D. Fulton, not one of vyhom 
could be overlooked. In view of this province's 
aoparent over-representation in the cabinet 
and in view, too, of the Conservative party’s 
desperate need for strong leadership of the 
Conservative party, there is some reason to 
speculate that Mr. Fulton may be persuaded 
to leave the cabinet and assume the provin­
cial leadership.
When Mr. Diefcnbaker was putting to­
gether his first cabinet last June, he had of 
course only 50-odd MPs who had sat in the 
previous parliament. Among them were a 
number of veterans who had labored with 
little hope for so long that it seemed only 
fair to give them at last some reward of 
victory.
Complications like this, together with the 
personal relationships which had inevitably 
grown complicated and difficult, guided Mr. 
Dicfcnbakcr’s first choices more than thCr 
precise balance of provincial representation. 
He received much commendation at the time 
for his skill in achieving harmony^ and he 
gave every province at least one cabinet min­
ister. Having been given only eight members 
Irom Quebec to choose from, he could not 
give it anything like the representation it was 
acustomed to. When grumblings reached him 
from Quebec, he firmly replied that it would 
get more ministers if it provided more Con­
servative members. Now that it has returned 
50, among whom it is believed there arc 
several of cabinet quality, additional appoint­
ments arc to be made. The question is at 
»he expense of what province!!.
But evea apart from Quebec, the choice 
of 20 ministers from among 200 members 
is not likely to be the . same as from the 
original 50 “old-timers” . As the new MPs 
gain experience and some of the old grow 
older, substitutions are bound to be made. 
But there need be no sudden or drastic over­
haul. Mr. Diefcnbaker has so far shown him­
self cautious in these matters and quite ready 
to make haste slowly.
O H A W A  REPORT




V ic to ry  O n  Disarmament
C om m unism ^s J o b le s s
Apologists for state socialism. Soviet- 
style, neVei miss a trick in tryiAg to lay the 
blame for unemployment in Canada at capi­
talism’s feet. To do this is clearly in the 
Kremlin’s interest, for it encourages critic­
ism of economic freedom which is the main 
source of the economic strength and high 
living standards of Western countries.
The communist world, however, has 
plenty of unemployment problems of its own 
which no amount of state planning has been 
able to solve. This is clear from a report 
from Warsaw announcing the communist 
party’s decision to dismiss summarily some
200,000 superfluous industrial workers.
Since communist Poland has no unem­
ployment insurance system comparable to 
that which exists in Canada, these 200,000 
jobless workers will have to shift for theni- 
fdves or depend upon the charity of their 
neighbors. Most of them will probably find 
it safer to remain in hiding. For commun­
ism’s way of disguising unemployment is to 
ship jobless workers off to Siberia or some 
other remote corner of the communist ern- 
pire where they can eke out an existence in 
forced labor camps, far from where they 
might be able to cause trouble.
l a n or
Laws
By GEORGE KITCHEN I 
Canadian Press Staff Writer |
The Soviet Union may unwit­
tingly have nudged the world 
along the path to preliminary 
disarmament with its decision to 
suspend atomic bomb tests on its 
own hook.
However spurious that step 
may have been, it brought the 
Russians a great propaganda vie 
tory among the neutral nations 
and has prompted the United 
States to review its own disar­
mament policy.
There now is informed specu­
lation in Washington.that that re­
view, under way in the White 
House, the Pentagon and the 
state department, may produce 
an American decision to halt its 
tests once its spring schedule of 
atomic trials in the Pacific is 
completed.
BOLD STROKE 
If it does, the world will see 
the development of the first dis­
armament s t e p  since the East 
and West began wrangling over 
the knotty issue in the 1940s. It 
would be uncertain, uninspected 
and devoid of written guarantees 
but It would be disarmament.
President Eisenhower told his 
latest press conference he would 
very seriously consider calling off 
further nuclear tests — by inde­
pendent U.S. action — if this 
year’s Pacific series produces all 
needed research information.
Such a mov6 would be a bold 
ptroke for American propaganda 
how one of the weakest seg­
ments of U.S. foreign policy. If 
the United States announced such 
a decision, the Soviet Union could 
not resume testing of detectable 
A-weapons without admitting that
tion, probably w o u l d  involve 
some military sacrifice for the 
United States and its NATO part­
ners. But some Washington of­
ficials believe the Soviet Union 
would suffer, too, and the mil­
itary balance of power between 
East and West would remain un­
disturbed.
OFFICIALS DISAGREE
Even if the U.S. does not go all 
the way and decide on a unilat­
eral suspension, there Is a good 
chance that the review may re­
sult in an .American agreement 
to drop its demand that a test
meeting Soviet objections to the 
U.S. proposals.
There have been sincere but 
sharp differences of opinion with­
in the Eisenhower administration 
over disarmament policy, largely 
pn the question of whether eidst- 
ing instruments could detect sê  
bret tests should the Russians 
break a suspension agreement
Some American officials feel 
the U.S. must continue tests to 
perfect Its arsenal of A-weapons 
State Secretary Dulles Indicated 
he was in this group when he said 
this week the U.S. will need
By P.ATRICK NICHOLSON 
(SpeclaUy Written For 
The Kelowna Dally Cpnrier)
OTTAWA-Now that the final 
figures of the March 31 election 
are being compiled, it can, be 
seen that countlesi new records 
of bil kinds were set up.
The poll provided a bonanza 
for every Interested amateur 
score-keeper and statistician.
Never before in our political 
history has a party leader suc­
ceeded in doubling his parlia­
mentary following twice within 
ten months. Yet the newly-elected 
Conservative leader, John Dlefen 
baker, last June Increased the 
strength of Conservatives in par­
liament from 51 members to 113; 
then March 31 he Increased it 
again 6-om 113 to 209 members 
Of course we have never be­
fore had two general elections 
so close to each other. But never 
in our history has a party leader 
achieved such remarkable suc­
cess in consecutive elections.
In 1878, the Conservatives near­
ly doubled their strength in par­
liament under the leadership of 
the great Sir John A. Macdonald; 
but at the following election they 
could only add two more seats to 
their impressive total. In 1935 the 
Liberals nearly doubled their 
previous total, but in the following 
election they could add no more 
than 13 seats.
VOICE OF THE WEST 
Many years ago this column 
described a then somewhat dis­
regarded Conservative MP as 
“The Golden Voice of the Prair­
ies.” He was the only Conserva' 
tive returned from Saskatchewan, 
a Prince Albert lawyer named 
John Diefcnbaker. Today that 
voice is not only the voice of the 
west, it is the voice of Canada. 
Virtually no other voice speaks 
for the west where the voters 
have for the first time rejected 
every single candidate of the 
other old party. Never before 
have efther Conservatives or 
Liberals been entirely obliter­
ated west of the Ontario bound-
in his lime, had he not many 
years ago formed the opinion that 
the so-called Gardiner Liberal 
machine in Saskatchewan was 
detrimental to the democratic 
system as he saw it, and henco 
devoted his political life to op­
posing it.
This English-born school teach­
er has Just passed his 69th birth­
day. His health has been delicate 
since he suffered a heart attack 
last year, and he tires easily. Hi.s 
electoral defeat deprives his 
party of his leadership in parlia­
ment, but it seems certain that 
he would have resigned'in any 
case at the regular two-yearly 
meeting of his party, scheduled 
for late July in Montreal. Pos- 
albly Mr. Tommy Douglas, now 
premier of Saskatchewan, will 
succeed Mr. Coldwell as national 
leader; meanwhile the leadership 
of the CCF parliamentary group 
HvlU fall upon Hazen Argue, the 
senior survivor, or Vancouver‘.s 
Harold Winch who has had long 
experience of provincial politics.
1»
BIBLE BRIEF
Delight thyself alio in the 
Lord: end be shall give thee the 
desires of thine heart. Psalm . 
37:4.
Thankfulness and gratitude to 
God for all your blessings are a 
great help to a happy life. Try itl 
But they must come from your 
very heart.
ban be accompanied by a halt in further atomic trials b e y o n d  
the production of nuclear weap- those scheduled for this spring 
ons. This would go far towards I and summer. •_______ _
Eisenhower Can 
Easily Change 
EGonomic V iew s
By JAMES MARLOW rising prices like in any other
thing, people should attempt toWASHINGTON (AP) — Presi­
dent Eisenhower has spoken out 
firmly on the United States eco­
nomic situation, although what he 
says one day may not sound ex­
actly the same as what he said 
some previous day.
He has talked on this, subject, 
among others, at his press con­
ferences over a period of months, 
starting last October.
Oct. 30—at this time, before the
T A X I
Radio Controlled
ANYWHERE
purchase less than when prices 
are going down."
DIFFERENT VIEW 
Between then and March the 
recession got deeper and prices 
went higher.
March 5—"I believe, of course, 
that the upturn in our economy 
will have the result of millions of 
citizens making their purchases, 
having greater confidence.” 
March 26—"I believe that the______ ___ _____o ___recession'has deepened, he was
iL"M£Trc*h sT'annouMernenT of a 1 asked for advice to housewives I American public now should be 
test suspension was a fraud. and consumers on how to cope buying on the basis of the worth 
A trial suspension, with or with-1 with rising prices. He said; |of the product that is offered
In Halifax, a bill providing for 
annual one-week vacations with 
pay for nearly all workers in the
province was recommended to t h e i n s p e c - '  “ I ju.st believe in a period of|them.” He suggested that busl- 
■ ■ • '  ” ' ^  --------------------- --- ness do a bettor packaging and
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Provincial liquor laws came un­
der attack in loglslntlvo sittings 
In the Prairies and the Mnrltlmes, 
The Alberta House was told 
• pcnalUes for intoxication under 
the province’s liquor legl.slation 
are "away out of lino” and 
Bhould bo lowered,
The point was raised by Lib­
eral Abo Miller. Edmonton law- 
. yer. Just before the house-in- 
committee agreed to hold the en­
tire penalty section In the new 
Liquor Control Act tor further
government study,
He and three other opposition 
lawyers sharply criticized the 
Social Credit government’.s pro­
posed act. Prosecution proce­
dures under the act were rapped 
, ns "contrary to the basic tenets 
of British ju.stlce" and Mr, Miller
The Now Brunswick Intoxicat­
ing Liquor Act was questioned in 
that province’s legislature, The 
Progressive Conservative govern­
ment has proposed an amend­
ment which would increase the 
powers of the Liquor Control 
Board's d e p u t y  commissioner. 
But Independent Liberal ,W. J. 
Gallant said the people expect 
more than a few minor amend' 
ments.
The act presents serious prob­
lems and the legislature is "duty 
bound to meet its obllgatlona,” 
ho said.
Noya Scotia legislature following 
study by the law amendments 
committee.
A bill giving employees of five 
Manitoba crown corporations the 
right to strike, providing the pro­
vincial cabinet does not rule 
against such action, was ap­
proved in principal by the Man­
itoba House.
The bill, introduced by the Lib­
eral - Progressive government, 
would amend the Labor Relation^ 
Act to permit certification of etW 
ployccs of the Winnipeg Electric 
Company, Manitoba Power Com­
mission, Manitoba Hydro-Electric 
Board, Manitoba Telephone Sys­
tem and the Liquor Control Com 
mission.
B Y G O N E  D A Y S
Supreme Court Quashed In East
TORONTO (CP)—A vagrancy Freeborn foî  money he received
ary.
And never before has any politi­
cal party made a clean sweep of 
as many as four provinces. Yê  
on March 31 the Conservatives 
won every seat in Nova Scotia, 
P.E.I., Manitoba and Alberta.
P.E.I. started its career as a 
province of the Dominion of Can­
ada by giving the Liberals a clean 
sweep in 1874. Our garden-island 
province repeated this in 1887 
1921, 1935 and 1940. Last year 
and this year P.E.I, gave the 
Conservatives their first sweeps 
there.
Saskatchewan has once given 
a party a sweep, returning sup­
porters of the Conservative Un­
ionist government from all of its 
then 16 ridings in 1917. March 31 
it again returned 16 Conserva­
tives, but it now has one more 
riding which returned CCFer 
Hazen Argue.
Alberta came nearest to a 
sweep in 1935 when the virile new 
Social Credit group won 16 of its 
18 seats, the two old parties each 
capturing one seat.
Manitoba was never swept be­
fore; but Nova Scotia has been 
swept on three previous occasions, 
all by the Liberals, in 1904, 1921 
and 1935.
LOSS REGRETTED 
Of the Opposition giants who 
fell in the recent election, the 
greatest regret is undoubtedly 
and justifiably felt for the CCF 
leader, M. J. Coldwell; and felt 
among his oppojients of all par 
ties. '
Mr. Coldwell is one of our most 
sincere politicians and most de­
voted Respecters of our demo­
cratic parliamentary system. By 
inclination, he is a left-wing Lib­
eral. He might well have been 
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William Douglas Taylor, 19, |
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was an auto btxly worker in Kel- In one of the most successful other acts; and 35
' s hekV here In years. I'..„j,nlnst Crown 'Attorney J. V
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April, 1918
ownii, was killed .south of Pen- sn.ssloii 
Ucton in an early morning high- W. Peters and W, B, Lannlgan, 
’ ..........  ‘ CP freight Inanngor, met Oka­
nagan shlpiiors In the board of 
trade rooms to arrange now 
ii'lnimnms tor carloads of fruit 
and vegetables to be shipped out 
of llie valley.
conviction ujiheld by the Su­
preme Court of Canada against 
Lyld Kennedy, an Arran Town­
ship farmer, has been judged a 
false arrest in a civil action be­
fore the Ontario Supreme Court.
Kennedy’s lawyer, Lewis Dun­
can ot Toronto, fought the crim­
inal conviction to the Supreme 
*t Court of Canada without success 
before launching the civil notion 
tor damages for false arrest and 
imprisonment,
Mr. Justice R. T. Ferguson said 
there was a lack of reasonable 
and probable cause tor the arrest 
"rd ownrded $5,1.53 dnmnge.s tor 
false arrest, false imprisonment, 
conspiracy and fraud,
WAS IN OWN CAR 
Ho awarded the 40 ■ year - old 
a i t Magistrate 
tor fal.so im- 
agnlnst Pro- 
stable Ivan D, 
Wade for false arrest, $4,117 
against Kennedy's wife Isabel 
and her lawyer William Rao 
Tomlinson tor conspiracy to de
■ $35 
W
from the road to land upside 
down on railroad tracks below,
,20 YEARH AGO 
April. 1038
Numbering of houses in the 
city is now in progress, the rt- 
.lult.of mold than n year’s work 
on the part of\ the civic nffalrd 
committee of tho Junior Board 
o( Trade and the city’* engineer­
ing deportment. , ,
30 YEARfl AGO 
April. 1028
Eostor Monday sepms to be « 
toteful day for KeloWna. ns U has 
been slgnBlUed now for two ehnitl wi
50 YEARS AGO 
April. 1908
Dltchln.g has been comnlolcd on 
the npiln ditch of tluv Central 
Okanagan Lund and Orchard Co.’s 
irrigation system, and only some 
pieces of flume, together with 
some work pn Uio laterals, re­
main to be eon.stnicte<|. Water 
will bo turned into the ditch as
DUbt^atton of nil i)ews despatches 
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trereln All rights of repubUen.
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'Royal Totem'
(}ift Delayed
VICTORIA (CP) — The "royal 
totem," gift of the people of Brit­
ish Columbia to Queen Elizabeth, 
will get to l/mdon a little later 
than expected. ,
Tlio Furness Withy corgo-pas- 
sertger liner. Pacific Unity, to 
have sailed from here with tho 
centennial gift April 21. will sail 
alKiut May 7. her Victoria ship-
ilmm a;i the flpmes nro.eomploted. plhg agents^ have announced, 
About forty or fifty acres of or-1 Send - off ceremon'es at the
from the plaintiffs.
In a 97-page Judgment, Mr, 
Justice Ferguson said tho jury's 
finding that Constable Wade did 
not believe Kennedy was guilty 
or probably guilty of vagrancy 
was "manifestly right.”
Kennedy wa.s not armed and 
was with two farmers in his own 
car in dnyllght on tho way to see 
his wife and had a substantial 
sum of money, his lordship said.
Kennedy was arrested May 23 
while on ids way from Port El­
gin, Ont,. to Walkorton, Ont,. to 
see hill wife who had left him 
and rolused to return.
SENT TO IIOgPITAL 
Wade testified he arrested Ken­
nedy becnu.se of prevlo\is threats 
to Mrs, Kennedy, threats to dam­
age the nruco County Hospital 
\Yhoro she worked and because 
ho thought Kennedy was, about to 
harm Ids wife,
He was charged with vagrancy 
on the advice of tho crown at- 
torne.v and remagded to Jail for 
eight (lays, Ho came to trial May 
30 and wins commltlod by Mag­
istrate MoClevIs to the Ontario 
llo.spltnl at r,ondnn for mental 
examination,
He was released 28 days Inter 
after being fmihd normal and re- 
mandod to Jail for another eight 
days, Magistrate McClcvls gave 
him n *)ispondcd sentence July 
4 and Iwund him over to keep 
the peace.
Mr, Justice Ferguson said 
Mngldrnto McClevls lacked lur- 
Isdlctlon under the Mental Hos- 
pltnlB Act to commit Kennedy 
wllhniit a medical examination.
Wlion Kennedy was freed he 
toun(| Tomlinson, who acted ns 
lowyor for him and his wife,had 
sold the Kennedy farm and ll)nt 
iinlf the sale price had gone to 
his (Vltov
Ml'. Justice Ferguson sold
advertising Job to encourage buy­
ing.
On April 7 Treasury Secretary 
Clinton Anderson, speaking at the 
opening of a U.S. savings bond 
drive, urged people to buy bonds. 
He sold those doing so are "sim­
ply temporarily transferring their 
purchasing power to the govern- 
nient."
April 9 — Asked what people 
should do to make the recession 
recede, El.scnhower sold: "Buy." 
He was asked: "Buy what?" He 
said: "Anything," Then, reminded 
that Anderson had suggested that 
nooplo put their money in .bonds, 
Eisenhower replied;
"Well, I don’t say you should 
buy cnrolcssly. I said . . , let’s 
be Hclectlvc . . . lot's take the 
things wc need."
300,000 Miners Stage 
One-Day Walk-Out
PARIS (Reuters) — Mines in 
many parts of France shut down 
Saturday when 300,000 miners 
walked off in, a 24-hour "solemn 
warning” strike for more money;
The strikers, who work in coal. 
Iron and potash mines, thVentoh 
another unlimited strike later thl.i 
month If their pay claims arc 
not mcl,
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Runoff Into Okanagan Lake 
Foreseen Well Below Average
V







day calendar campaign is in
POLICE PAY DISPUTE
VANCOUVER (CPI — Van
CITY PATROLMAN'S FEET GET A REST
'eather (and fcct> has finally 
boon given a lift by the “ Fa­
thers,” Recently the city pur-
City traflle patrolman I., M. )
Potterton. after a number of 
years of wear and tear on shoe-
M rs. E. M . Lodge 
Laid To Rest
Funeral service was held Sat­
urday afternoon for Mrs. Ethel 
Mary Lodge, late of Winfield, and
widow of Charles Lodge. , —............... .....
P'inal rites were conducted by > meeting under chairmanship of 
Von. D. S. Catchpole, D.D.. a t,tow ard  Thornton in the city hall 
St. Michael and All Angels’Ijq discuss plans for the recrea- 
Church. Burial followed at the i tjon commissio" convention which 
Kelowna cemetery. Pallbearers I meets on May 9 and 10 in Vernon, 
were: B. Thorlakson, R. Berry, C.[ jim  Panton of Kelowna, consult- 
Wentworth, W. R. Powley, A. I ant to the community program 
Beasley a n d  G. Edginton, all of branch was present.
chased a three-whceled motor­
bike for ■ the faithful ticket 
vendor of the parking lanes and
above, Patrolman Potterton 
smiles happily as he pauses 
for his Courier photograph.
Water content of the fast disap-t Lands and Forests is predicting  ̂
pcaring snow on the Okanagan that the April-July inflow to Oka-, 
watershed is below average as nagan lake will be considerably I 
ot April 1. below the average. j
CouscH;iuently, the Water Rights; n iis  of course depends on nor-i 
of the DopaitmeiU of nml weather, which is likely to
occur. I
Tills is what the latest snow 
bulletin of the Water Rights 
Branch has to say about the Oka­
nagan:
“The predicted April-July in­
flow to Okanagan Lake is 290,000 
acre feet. This compares with 
last year’s inflow of 337,000 and 
the 1948-57 average of 438,000 acre
feet. The past winter’s snow ac-i ,
Word was received here today cumulation, warm t e m p e r a t u r e s | a p p k e d  for a 
of the death in Vancouver of a!and high snow line are similar!conciliation officer to hear their 
former well-known district rcsi-jto that of 11953. In that year thejdemands for a 15-pcr-ccnt wage 
dent—Mrs. Anne Evelyn Reid, inew inflow to Okanagan Lake increase 
She and her husband set up the was 294,000 acre feet. j ...o.
first store at what is known asiLoWER AT SKAGIT I of the action was
Reid's corner, at the farthermost t-. mntent tn commission |
part of Rutland, where it joins nknn-.^n i<: n lr officials of Vancouver Police^
Ellison, along Highway 97. " ^  Local 12 1
i ^*'c union IS demanding a 15- 
nagaii 87 per cent. 'pcr-cent wage boost. The exist-!
Similkamcen and East Koote-|ing contract expired in March.' 
nay are still lower (at 781 whileju called for a $397 monthlv wage! 
intheSkagitwatershod, the water .for the first-class constables.
content of the snow is 40 per --------------------------------------------
cent below average.
The department bulletin fore­
sees near average volume stream 
flows in the Columbia, Fraser,
North Thompson and southern 
mainland coastal regions, and 
below average runoff is predicted
full swing with Kinsmen calling 
on homes for birthday listings 
and calendar sales. Four of 
the Kinsmen are shown here 
mapping out program: (left to 
right! Ray Dolman, Alex Tay­
lor. John Stewart (team cap­
tain! and Doug Haworth. In­
formation regarding listings 
may be had from any Kinsman.
couver home Saturday at the 
age of 68. Funeral service will 
be held in Vancouver tomorrow, 
followed by burial at Forest 
Lawn.
Coming first to Canada in 
1912, she and her husband, John 
Reid, operated . the store at 
Reid’s corner from the early 20’s 
until selling out in 1944 and mov­
ing to Vancouver. Besides her 
husband she leaves one son,
R. J. WILKINSON
for EXCAVATING 
Irrigation — Drainage —' etc.
BENVOULIN R.R. No. 3 
62-M-Uc
Winfield-Okanagan Centre.
The late Mrs. Lodge, who re­
sided in Winfield and Okanagan 
Centre from 1921, died in the local 
hospital Wednesday at the age 
of 81. Her husband predeceased 
her in 1949.
Sole survivor is a brother-in- 
law. William Lodge. Winfield.
Kelowna Funeral Directors 
werg entrusted with the ararlge- 
nients.
It was decided to hold the Fri­
day, May 9 meeting in the Allison 
Hotel ballroom with tentative 
plans to move on Saturday to 
the high school auditorium if the 
attendance w a r r a n t e d  that 
change. Anyone who is interested 
in the recreational program may 
join, and this might greatly in­
crease the numbers. The small 
fee may be paid at the desk on 
Friday, May 9. from 4-6 p.m. or
Okanagan First Aid Attendants 
Eligible For Instructor Course
Some 350 industrial first aid [southern Interior candidates and
attendants in the Okanagan area 
will be given the opportunity to 
make application for enrolment in 
a course in first aid instruction, 
under the joint sponsorship of the 
St. John Ambulance Association 
and the Workmen’s Compensation 
Board. ' .
This school for industrial first 
aid instructors will be, held in 
Vancouver beginning April 28.
The sponsoring group will 
choose 100 candidates from appli­
cations received from the 4,250 
Industrial first aid attendants in 
the province. Each applicant will 
be carefully screened by the 
joint committee.
Only those with outstanding 
ability wiU be selected. The first 
one-week course will have an en­
rolment of 24 instructor candi­
dates from the lower mainland, 
Vancouver Island and coastal 
areas. Succeeding cour.ses will be 
held in Vancouver, May 26, for
Vernon Plans Recreation 
Commission Convention
VERNON- The Vernon Recrea-1 Saturday morning May 10 at 8:30. 
,i.„  commission hold a spod.l T o ^ ^ ra y
charged which will entitle mem­
bers to luncheon and dinner.
The skeleton program has been 
issued by the convention program 
committee of which Marshall L. 
A. Smith, park board office, 
Stanley Park is chairman. A 
whole galaxy ot recreation spec­
ialists, it is honed, will be taking 
nart. Among these will be Pro­
fessor Osbourne, dean ot the de­
partment of physical education, 
U.B.C., Marshall Smith, director 
of the Vancouver recreational 
commission: A. W. Thiesson,
director of recreation. New West­
minster; and such well-known 
experts as Lome Brown, Dr. Max 
Howell: Gordon Squire; A1 Thom­
as: and L. J. Wallace the exec­
utive director of the community 
program branch of the depart­
ment of education.
• The panel discussion at the 
Saturday May 10 luncheon will 
take up questions which have 
been submitted in writing by mid­
night, Friday May 9. Formal 
notices to the 250 recreation 
centres will be going forward 
soon from the provincial office. 
In the meantime Art Spence is 
preparing with the co-operation 
of the Vernon Board of Trade to 
send out a special message of 
welcome to the delegates.
At the moment, committees 
from thc^Vernon commission are 
busy with the problems of accom­
modation, entertainment, equip­
ment, and staff. The outlook for 
a convention of outstanding value 
and significance is bright.
Dennis (Denny', formerly of , for the Kootenay, Okanagan. 
Kelowna and now manager of a Similkamcen and Skagit areas, 
radio station at Qucsncl, and; Only the Ncchako watershed 
two daughters, Mrs. J. Berry, shows indications of providing an 
Vancouver, and Mrs. W. Hart-[above average spring and sum- 
wick, West Vancouver. Eight mcr runoff.
grandchildren also are left.
Graveside Rites 
For H. Edwards 
Here Saturday
Rev. R. S. Leitch, pastor of
Present indications then arc 
that, providing B.C. enjoys nor­
mal weather during the runoff, 
there will be no flooding. In the 
Okanagan there should - bo no 
shortage of irrigation water, un­
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a m i n e
Current wave of minor illnesses  ̂ ___ _
in the city and district is bclicv-| First United Church and Legion 
ed to be just the work of the pudre, officiated at giavcsi e 
“common cold.”
While many sufferers will say 
they have the ’flu. Dr. D. A.
Clarke, medical director of the 
South Okanagan Health Unit, 
said there was no evidence of a 
prevalence of any type of in­
fluenza.
Everyone became so ’flu-con­
scious over the past year, accord­
ing to Dr. Clarke, that any minor
WINFIELD NOTES
Ills , vjrtruiKC I'i. . 4.**..*
illness that would have been de-'Atkinson and Donald Ellis.
June 2 for northern area candi 
dates.
B.C. nidustry has thrown its 
support behind the project. Sev­
eral industries will play a major 
role in the instruction program.
The Consolidated Mining and 
Smelting Company has loaned the 
services of its senior training of­
ficer at Trail. B.G., John H. 
Knight. He has been named di­
rector of the jointly sponsored 
school of instruction for instruc 
tors of industrial first aid.
Appointed assistant directors 
are C. R. Rustemeyer, safety di­
rector, Canadian Forest Products 
Ltd.; George Norris, safety di­
rector, B.C. Lumber Manufactur­
ers’ Association, and Frank Motti- 
shaw, first aid inspector. Work­
men’s Compensation Board.
It is the joint committee’s goal 
to have qualified instructors lo­
cated in every area of the prov­
ince.
rites at the Kelowna cemetery 
Saturday morning for Howard 
Edwards, late of Armstrong and 
Vernon, whose death occurred at 
Armstrong Tuesday at the age of 
64.
Legion graveside rites also pre­
ceded the interment. Pallbearers 
were members of Branch 26, Ca­
nadian Legion; Donald McKay, 
R. T. Knox, Hugh Kennedy, 
George N Kennedy, William E.
WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs. 
Alec McDonagh who wintered in 
southern California, and previous 
to that lived in Saginaw, Michi­
gan, are going to have an extend­
ed visit in the district.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Lind are 
home after spending the winter 
months in San Diego.
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Moses re­
turned home after spending a 
hloiday in Vancouver.
It is wise to see your doctor 
when you suspect the presence of 
cancer. .
scribed as a cold before now is 
simply classified as the ’flu.
Dr. Clarke said there was no 
“great rush at the moment for 
beds” at the Kelowna General 
Hospital, 'which likely would be 
•the case if there was a recur­
rence of the ’flu here.
CASE NOT PROVEN 
A report from Vancouver earl­
ier in the week indicated there 
was some fear of a return of 
Asian ’flu to the province 
Dr. Clarke said the presence of 
Asian ’flu never was proven in 
the entire South Okanagan Health 
Unit district when a ’flu epidemic 
struck last autumn.
He admits that it “may have 
been . Asian ’flu” but there was 
no positive identification.
Several specimens were sent to 
Ottawa for analysis, but at that 
time the federal laboratory was
A resident of the Okanagan 
since 1919, the late Mr. Edwards 
was for a number of years with 
the agriculture departrnent, as­
sisting Ben Hoy. He was a veteran 
of World War I, serving with the 
29th Battalion. He had been a 
resident of Vernon for the past 
eight years, commuting between 
there and Armstrong where he 
operated a small farrn.
Surviving are two sisters, Mrs. 
R. Hopping, Vernon, and Mrs. G. 
Weeden, in California; and two 
brothers. Jack, North Surrey, 
B.C., and Stanley, in Penticton.
Kelowna Funeral Directors 
were entrusted with the arrange­
ments.
Miss Rita Richardson of Van­
couver, was a recent guest at the 
home of her sister, Mrs. J. Offer- 
dahl.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Playfair of 
Kelowna, accompanied by Mr. 
and Mrs. A. B. Stone of South 
Burnaby, were recent visitors at 





F LA V O R !
the South Okanagan never were 
examined.
Dr. Clarke’s advice to anyone 
suffering from a cold ‘‘or ’flu" 
is to tre&t the illness properly 
so swamped with requests for and stay at home, if possible, 
analyses, that the specimens from | preferably in bed. _________
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Mildest Winter Didn't
Despite one of the warmest winters on record, March 
temperatures were little above average, according to climato­
logical station reports. Average high temperature in 1953 was
considerably warmer. ^  . u ,
Highest temperature recorded during the month m both 
Kelowna and JPe Rich was 58 degrees. Average high tempera­
ture in Kelowna was 49.3 degrees, in Joe Rich, 44.5. In 1953, 
average high in Kelowna was 51.36 degrees.
Minimum temperature registered in Kelowna was 21 dc- 
g te cs , in Joe Rich it was 8 degrees. During March 1953, aver­
age low in Kelowna was 31.48 degrees. This year it was 30.22.
Precipitation in Kelowna totalled .635 inches, while in 
Joe Rich, total precipitation for the month was .97 inches. 




Mouth Max. Min. Predp. Max. Min. Prcclp.
1 46 28 ' 44 15
2 , 46 24 38 21
.1 4ft 31 .05 41 n .26: \  4 44 14 .02 41 29
, '  ft 48 11 .015 16 26  ̂ ,
6 44 10 ■ 34, \ 19
7 40 2.5 1 14 19
a 44 22
t 19 9 •7
1 n 4ft 22 • 38 8
10 47 26 41 8 f
11 4,1 21 1 , 18 16
12 47 23 38 12
13 47 21 41 10
47 21 42 , 
4ft
12
^  1ft ftO 29 , 17 , '
16 ftO 2ft 1 42,5 20
1 17 ' , .10 31 4ft 17
18 .50 20 41 21 ' ■
19 42 .01 45 26 .0020 49 39 .08 M 38
21 56 40 .11 ftl,5 32 .00
22 , .VI 14 , .01 ' .51 11■ 22 •'2.T ' ' .57 ' 16 ,57 • .15n  , .56 41 .11 , .58 '28.
2S ft7 10 ' 1 49 14
26 . 54 no .51 ' 21 22’ 27- 57 38 1 '  ̂ ‘ftV , '
28 .5.5 10 ' ' 1 ■ ftl 21 .1229 .50 .18 ' .17 ' 49 ' 2.5
30 48 41 .01 .19 31 .16
31 u ' IS 49'' 2S 1
MP 21
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3  ZONE 
WASHER 
Plus DAILY DIPPER
“OHick-CIcan’' washing action. Years 
ahead sl:i l̂ing, long skirt plus a host 
of work saving feiUnrcs that will help you 
whi/. thru wash days. One control wringer, 
powerful pump, 9 lb. cap. Permadrivo 
mechanism, 1 7 0
R egular................................ . I # / . J v
Fils iasidc your C.-E Washer, solves your 
smoH wash problems, unique 2 j,2 gallon 
Iny 'I’ub” saves hot water, soap, save* 




See them today at
BARR & ANDERSdN
(INTERIOR) LTD.
594 Bernard Ave. PHONE .3039
“ I  he Business Thai Quality pnd Service ,Built”
A'
PEU.S TKAUE-IN
LAFARGE CEMENT of North America Ltd.
Vancouver, B.C,
IS PLEASED TO AMMOUHCE THE APPOINTMEHT OF
BENTALL'S LTD.
Supplier of Ready-Mix Ccnicnl and Building Materials
As Distributor
READY-MIXED AND BY BAG . .  .
IN KELOWNA AREA
f i r  L A F A tlE  CEMENT
This appointment brings to your area the full facilities o f the 
recently constructed LAFARGE Cement Plant on Lulu Island, B.C. 
associated with the LAFARGE group, recognized round the world 
as a leader In the production of quality  cement. The expanding ; 
network of LAFARGE dealers through B.C. is your guarantee of 
fast delivery of any order. As a local businessman vltally con* 
cerned w ith progress In this area, your LAFARGE dealer asfsur'os '
you of personal attention whenever and v4iercvcryou require It,
'' ■ . ' ' ^  '
Bcntalls L im ite d - 113V  Ellis St, -  Kelowna -  Phono 2211
-T“
iii'N'"'
M a ro o n s  S urge  
Packers O n Door Step
HOCKEY SCORES
By THE CANADIAN PBESS 
SATURDAY 
Calder Cup
Springfield 3 Hershey 4 
Hershey leads best - of - seven 
final 2-0.
Western League
Calgary 4 Seattle 1
The British Columbia champion 
Kelowna Packers cut off a one- 
game resurgence by Winnipeg in 
the Western Canadian Allan Cup 
finals Saturday night, clobber­
ing the Maroons 6-3 to take a 
3-1 lead in the best-of-seven 
series,
Kelowna coach Jack O’Reilly 
[shuffled his line-up, putting vet- 
I eran centre George A g a r  be- 
! tween Greg Jablonski and Jim
Jablonski and Agar Jumped on boards and drove a shot at goalie 
the rebound of his shot to make Dave Gatherum, picked up the 
the score 3-0. puck as it lay on the goal line
Lumsden put the Maroons on and slipped it in. 
the score board in the second TRIPLE-PLAY PAYS OFF
frame when he bulled his way in 
from the blue line, recovered the 
puck and drove in a forehand 
shot. Pennell got loose on the
A three - way passing play by 
Agar, Moro and Jablonski re­
sulted in a goal when Jablonski 
sniped it in from close at hand.
Calgary leads best-of-fivc final move paid off with
l*V.
PLAYERS STAGE MINOR RIOT
A riot with repercussions took 
place as a wind-up to Saturday 
night's Patton Cup hockey 
game between the Winnipeg 
Maroons and the Kelowna
Packers, won by the B.C. 
champs, 6-3 In the picture 
above, a porfton of the steam- 
ed-up hockey players arc seen, 
forming the riot. The repercus­
sions came when a fan annoyed 
coach Jack O’Reilly, and he 
took to cussing him out, direct­
ing his attention further to the 
crowd.—(Courier Staff Photo)
Rocket Fizzes; Bruins 
Fizzle In NHL Finals
Allan Cup
Levis 3 Belleville 12 
Belleville leads best - of - seven ; 
semi-final 1-0. |
Winnipeg 3 Kelowna 6 !
Kelowna leads best - of • seven 
final 3-1.
Memorial Cup
St. Boniface 3 Regina 9 




Montreal 3 Boston 0 
Montreal leads best - of - seven 
final 2-1.
Western League
Calgary 1 Seattle 6 
Best-of-five semi - final tied 
1-1.
American League
Hershey 0 Springfield 4 
Hershey leads best-of-seven se­
ries 2-1.
Bombers Sign Up 
Ron Latourelle
By W. R. WHEATLEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
B O S T O N  (CP) — Maurice 
(Rocket) R i c h a r d ,  who does 
things in the grand fashion or not 
a t all, put another of his super 
star performances Sunday night 
as Montreal Canadiens shut out 
Boston Bruins 3-0 in their Stan­
ley Cup final.
WINNIPEG (CP)—Signing of 
Canadian halfback Ron Latour­
elle was announced today by Win-
Canadiens swept into a 2-1 lead get the series back on even keel "ipeg Blue Bombers of the West- the second Packers’ tally. Dawes
four goals
The Packers, smarting from 
Friday night’s 5-1 beating at the 
hands of Winnipeg, came out ^ast 
and scored three goals in the 
first period.
PACKERS APPLY PRESSURE
Fighting off a second - period 
surge in which the Maroons 
moved to within one goal of a 
tic, the Packers poured on the 
steam and ended the frame at 
5-2, with both teams swapping 
goals in the final period.
Young Greg Jablonski scored 
twice for Packers. Bugs Jones, 
Jim Moro. George Agar and 
Mike Durban each tallied sin­
gles.
Chuck Lumsden, Gordon Simp­
son and Gordon Pennell each 
notched singles for the Maroons 
in the tussle, which was’ on the 
verge of a Donnybrook in the 
last 20 seconds of play.
Jablonski opened the scoring 
at 5:27 after he caught a pass 
from defenceman Bob Dawes in 
front of goalie Sugar Jim Henry.
Moro swept in over the Mar­
oons blue line made a pass that 
was intercepted, picked up the 
puck again and rifled it in for
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
MON., APRIL 14, 1958 THE DAILY COURIER
Orioles Skin By 
Powerful OBC's
The Kelowna Orioles, defending
in the best-of-seven series on two 
goals by the 36-year-old Rocket 
and another by his young brother, 
Henri — the Pocket Rocket.
L’affaire Richards proved a 
jolting setback to the battling 
Bruins in the first game of the 
series on their home ice. They 
now will have to win Tuesday to
'Spurs On Pace 
Edge By
• The Kelowna Hotspurs got roll- Pete Bulatovitch, playing the
J n g  on Sunday, displaying the I left fullback spot for Jack Lo-, „  ^  ^
form that made them champions max. turned in a fine game, _and B ^m ) G e o f M  ^  £t
taking a tight. 3-2lDerek:Crowther. playmg-coach of  ̂ P f
before it moves 
for the fifth game Thursday. 
IDENTICAL SHOTS
The game was the heralded 
“big one.” The Bruins broke even 
on the two games in Montreal 
and were geared for this one be­
fore a capacity crowd of 13,909 
in Boston Garden.
Both of Rocket Richard’s goals 
came on almost identical shots 
drives from about 25 out. Both 
caught the net on goalie Don Sim­
mons’, short side, with about six 
inches between Simmons and the 
post.
The Bruins were shorthanded 
when the Rocket clicked at 18:20 
of the first period. Defenceman 
Doug Harvey carried inside the 
blue line and passed to Bernie
on to Montrealr*"" Interprovincial Football Un- carried it in again on the third 




over the strong Kamloops the ’Spurs, was a tower of
United XI in their second home 
game of the spring half.
A damp field and a good run­
ning game gave the spectators 
plenty of thrills as the ’Spurs:dis­
played more staying power than 
they did two weeks ago when the 
'Spurs blew their lead over the 
Revelstoke InteTnationales.
Paced by the brilliant, two-goal 
effort of Irwin Miller; young tow 
head playing his first game at 
centre forward, the. club came up 
with a fine performance right 
throughout the roster.
GinO Tihanyl, speedy outside 
right, picked up another of the 
'Spurs goal tries, and both Kam-, 
loops counters were scored by 
Gordon Waterson, their ace centre 
forward.
Tihanyl opened the scoring at 
the one-minute mark, and Miller 
made it 2-0 at the five minute 
mark, but Waterson came through 
with one for Kamloops to put 
them within reach. In spite of a 
rock-hard ball and the grouniTs 
slipperihcss the ’Spurs kept up 
• the pace, and the Kamloops club 
were unable to penetrate again 
in the half. '
The second half was 20 minutes 
old when Waterson came through 
again, tying the score at 2-2 and 
the struggle for the extra goal 
started in earnest. . ,
Miller’s dazzling speed and 
clever footwork paid off;for the 
second time, and the game was 
on ice for tlio 'Spurs.
strength at right half. Wendell 
Turk worked _ back at the half 
line with Crdwther and Peter 
Fohlman regular centre half, for 
an effective trio;
LINEUPS
Kelowna—g. Mat Turk; r.b. 
Bazzana; l.b. .Bulatovitch; r.h. 
(!!rowther; :c.h. Pohlman; l.h. 
Wendell Turk; o.r. Tihanyi; i.r. 
Rokus; c.f. Miller; i.l. Beardsell; 
0.1. Wiebe; sub. Klarenbeek.
Kamloops — Mulligan, Jewell, 
Minarco, Youngerhouse, Woods, 
Hall, Bossert, Gradwell, Water- 
son, Black, Scott, Schelling.
Belleville Pastes Levis 
In Eastern Cup Opener
Rocket let fly without hesitating.
The Bruins’ big offensive in the 
second period was nullified by 
their own over - anxiousness and 
Montreal goalie Jacques Plante’s 
effectiveness on the few shots di­




Detroit — Duke Harris, 14714, 
Detroit, outpointed Johnny Neal, 
155, Milwaukee. 10.
Mexico City—Joe Becerra, 117% 
Mexico, knocked out Miguel Las­
sus, 116%, Cuba, 7.
Brooklyn, N.Y. — Irish Eddie 
Jordan, 145, Brooklyn outpointed 
Federico Escalaro, 148%, Puerto 
Rico, 6.
Hollywood, Calif. — Jimrrty 
Moser, 125%, Los A n g e l e s ,  
knocked out Jose Luis Gotero, 126 
Los Angelos, 12.
Stuttgart, Germany — Heinz 
Neuhaus, 217, Germany, out­
pointed Joey Maxim, 189, Cleve­
land. 10.
Panama—Prince John.son, 127, 
New York, outpointed Melvin 
iBourne, 125%, Panama', 10.
Simmons 
handled 11 drives faultlessly in 
the same period but goofed early 
in the third period. J t  was only 
three rhinutes old when Henri Rl 
chard, t a k i n g  a pass from 
Harvey, k t  drive with a 50-footer 
that was almost routine.
But Simmons, with his view, un­
obstructed, muffed it.
That just about wrapped up the 
game for Montreal. The Bruins 
sent all hands up but got no­
where, especially with Plante.
The game was gone and Cana­
diens had grabbed the series lead 
when Rocket Richard powered in 
another goal on Simmons’ short 
side at 15:06. Little Henri Richard 
set up the play- after Dickie 
Moore had screamed to him to 
slip over a pass to Maurice.
For Sunday night’s game Cana­
diens sent in an untried rookie 
at left wing, Alvin (Ab) McDon­
ald. The husky Winnipeg boy 
turned in a good effort and was 
given due credit by coach Toe 
Blake.
McDonald took over from Bert 
Olmstead, still bothered by a 
gimpy knee and worked most of 
the time with Jean Belivenu and 
Geoffrion.
BELLEVILLE. Ont. (CP)— 
Belleville McFarlands, a senior 
B team only two years ago, have 
come_, a long way.
The McFarlands whipped Levis 
Que., 12-3 Saturday as the teams 
opened a best-of-five series for 
the Eastern Canada senior A 
hockey championship and the 
right to move into the Allan Cup 
final against either Winnipeg Ma­
roons or Kelowna Packers.
The Quebec team played in a 
senior B league this year, and so 
was allowed to pick up ŝix play­
ers for this series.
Belleville’s first line of Minnie 
Menard, Paul Payette and Ar- 
mand (Bep) Guidolin . collected 13 
points with Menard scoring four 
goals and Guidolin two. Payette 
had five- assists as did playing- 
coach Ike Hildebrand.
Gerry Goyer scored three goals, 
Weiner Brown two and Barton 
Bradley one to complete the 
Belleville scoring.
Gerry Lachance, one of Levis’ 
replacements, scored two goals 
Another replacement, Bernard 
Guay, scored the other.
Belleville was in control except 
for a second-period lapse when 
Levis counted its three goals. 
The crowd of 2,787 had little to 
worry about even then as the 
McFarlands had taken a 3-0 lead 
in the first period. Belleville put 
the pressure on ih the final per­
iod, scoring six goals, four in the, 
last four minutes.
Belleville outshot Levis 42-17 
Eleven penalties, all minors were 
handed out, six to Belleville.
I The series resumes here to- 
■ night.
In Western Scene
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS .Don Larsei^ (10-4) vs 
The Dodgers and Giants renew Nixon (12-13).
Willard
One Another In W HL Tilts
SEA'TTLE (CP) — Calgary best-of-seven series with a vie- 
Stampeders and Seattle Anier-tory at home tonight.
their old rivalry Tuesday on 
rookie grounds. IVest coast base­
ball fans have long awaited the 
event:
The Dodgers, once from Brook­
lyn and now from Los Angeles, 
and t h e  Giants, transplanted 
from New York to San Francisco, 
clash on the Giants’ home ground 
as stars of the National League’s 
new outposts 
The 1958 season opened today 
in Washington with the Senators 
against Boston Red Sox.
For the first time siilce 1950, 
neither the Giants nor the Dodg­
ers will have to wait for the hoist­
ing of a now National League 
pennant before getting the, first 
game under way.
That bit of happy business be­
longs to Milwaukee, whore the 
Braves will run up the NL bunt­
ing along with the world champ­
ionship banner before taking on 
Pittsburgli Pirates at Milwau­
kee’s County Stadium, 
PROBAIILE PITCHERS 
The schedule, with expected at-
•R e -o p e n in g
Tomorrow
•  N ew P|nS”-5 a n d l 0
•  Resurfaced Alleysl
Spring I-cngucs for April, Moy, 
and first, wwk of Juno now 
being organized! Hurry and 
enter your team 1' ;
KELOWNA
BOWIADROME
265 l,awr«nce A rt. 
Phone 2872
leans took turns thumping each 
other in opening games of their 
Western Hockey League semi­
final here th|s weekend.
The Americans evened the bost- 
of-flve series at a game apiece 
Sunday night, whipping in two 
goals in the first period and three 
in the second, then going on to 
take a 6-1 decision. Suturday, Cal­
gary beat the Aiiierleans 4-1. , 
Sunday’s game was one of the 
roughest seen here tills season.
Ciuyle Fielder, tlk longue's
lending scorer, put Soattlo ahead 
to stay only, 31 seconds after the 
start of the game Sunday night, 
Fielder picked up three assists 
besides his goal.
Four -goals were scored within 
a minute and 2-1 seconds after 
the start of the pecond period, 
tliree liy Seattle, , ' ,
Val Fonteyne scored twice k r  
tlie Americans, while Ray Klnns- 
ewich, Rudy Flllon and Don Chl-
Twentv.seven p ri’a H i e s  were scored singles,^ The (Talgary 
handc(’i out. 13 of them in the '’̂ i^rksninn was Dusty Blair 
second period and 11 in the third.
FIGHT IN BOX
A third-period l)oxini! and wres­
tling match Itetween Aggie KUku- 
lowicz of tiu! Ameilcan.s and 
Doug Barclay of the Stampeders 
ro.sulted lii five penalties to the 
two player.";, KukUlowlez was 
tagged with a inajor and ml;:- 
oonduct and Barclay got the same 
sentence.s iH'sUica two mlnute.s for 
high sticking,
Kukulowioz and Barclay were 
banished (or tlie rest of Hie 
gnma when they outmanoeuvred 
a policeman allllng iH'twcen tlicm 
in the penhlly liox ami renewed 
U»e conflict.
The series rc.sunies in CAlgary 
Wednesday night. Tlie teams are 
battling for the rigid to meet tlie 
winner of tlie Vnncouvcr-Wlnnl 
l>eg "A" series for the 
crown
Saturday, Seattle matched a 
single Stampeder goal in the first 
lierlod Init failed to reply to Cal­
gary’s single marker in the sec­
ond and tw() in the third.
Milan Marcetta scored what 
proved to be the winning marker 
fr Stamps in the middle frame,
Ike To Heave 
First Ball
WASHINGIUN (AIM ~  I’rosl- 
deid Elsenhower, an old ball 
player himself, goes out to Grif­
fith Stadium tcMlay to make tlie 
piteli that launches another base­
ball sCnson, '
Following a custom ei t̂abll.shed 
in the heyday of Christy Muthew- 
lengticlson and Ty Cobb, Elsenhower will 
toss the flr.st ball and (hen watch
National League
Pittsburgh at Milwaukee (43,- 
000)-Bob Friend (14-18) vs War­
ren Spahn (21-11),
Philadelphia at Cincinnati (30,- 
000 — Robin Roberts (10-22) vs 
Brooks Lawrence (10-13>,
Los Angeles at San-Francisco 
(22,00())-Don Drymlalc (17-9) v.s 
Ruben Gomez (15:13),
Chiengo at St. Louis (night) 
(19,000)-:.Ilm, Brosnan (5-5) vs 
Wlliner Mlzell (8-10),
American League 
Now York at Boston (25,000)—
Washington at Baltimore (27 
000)—Chuck Stobbs (8-20) vs Con­
nie Johnson (14-11).
Detroit at Chicago (25,000)— 
Jim Bunning (20-8) vs Billy 
Pierce (20-12).
Kansas City at Cleveland (35 
000)—Ned Garver (6-13) vs Herb 
Score (2-1).
ATTENDS GAME
National L e a g u e ' President 
Warren Giles will attend the 
Dodgers-Giants game. The trans­
continental shift in teams has 
made eastern teams of Milwau­
kee and Cincinnati Just a few 
years back, before the Braves 
moved from Boston to Milwau­
kee to start all this, Philadelphia 
was the western-most club in the 
East.
The Red Sox finl.shed the ex­
hibition scries first among Amer- 
lean League teams with a rec­
ord of 16 wins irnd six losses;- 
good for a .727 average.
The Giants wound up at the top 
of the heap in their longup with 
21-11 mark, which cnino to a .056 
nverngo, Tlie Giants wore the 
only team able to win 20 or more 
game.s.
The biggest disappointment is 
not hard to spot. Detroit Tigers’ 
miserable 7-19 (.209) record,
which placed the Bengnls in last 
place, was the shocker of the 
spring.
Okanagan Mainline B a s e b a l l  
League pennant winners and 
champions, had to use up three 
pitchers in yesterday’s opener at 
Oliver, but they came through in 
the clutches for a narrow 6-5 vic­
tory over the strengthened OBCs.
Coach Hank Tostenson had 
done some juggling in the lineup, 
holding down the first base spot 
himself in the absence of Dave 
Gatherum, still batting pucks out 
for the Packers, and big Bob 
Radies worked behind the plate, 
catching them for starting pitcher 
Jack Denbow.
Johnny Culos, regular field 
general and catcher, tried out 
the third .base spot for size and 
Frank Fritz, former Princeton 
star, held down the second sack.
The Orioles pasted out 12 hits 
to Oliver’s nine, but the southern 
club played it tighter, capitaliz­
ing better on their hits.
THREE BAGGER 
Big smack for the Kelowna 
club was a three-bagger by Bud 
Engelsby, who came in at right 
field when Les Schaefer moved in 
to take over the mound duties 
from Denbow, in the sixth inning.
Hromi Ito, the peppery little 
Orioles shortstop with the base­
stealing ways, set up one double 
play, Ito-Fritz-Tostenson, and 
clouted out a double and a single 
for a big day’s work..
Bill Martino, rangy clouter with 
the ground covering pace, came 
in to finish the game when Les 
Schaefer found his control un­
steady, but was unable to find 
the range of OBC’s Gary Dries- 
sen, the Wenatchee powerhouse, 
who went the distance, for the 
southerners.
Elwin Jacobs, OBC’s star slug­
ger, rapped out a homer from an 
offering by Schaefer and Dries 
sen rriade a single off Denbow in 
an endeavor to help win his own 
ball game, but the southerners 
made most of their mileage off 
walks, scoring three men who 
started the circuit the easy way. 
SCORELESS FIRST 
Both clubs were scoreless in the 
first frame and Driessen came 
through with a run in the second 
to give the Oliver club the edge, 
as Bond sacrificed and Elscnhut 
walked, with John Vanderburgh 
driving the run in. 
f Tostenson singled on in the 
fifth, after scoreless ball for three 
frames, and Martino was hit by 
pitcher, with the Orioles’ playing- 
coach coming in standing up bn 
a long fly by Culos to left field.
The QBCs came back in the 
top of the sixth, as Johnny Llngor 
got a base on balls, Driessen fol­
lowed him, and Bond got on to 
load the bn.ses. Eisenhut’s long 
single to the left of centre brought 
in two runs for the southerners. 
Schaefer smashed out a single
in the bottom of the same frame.
t. „ 1 u n j  j  -I. .1 ui j  Kelowna. Jablonski (Agar. 1 Engelsby walked and Ito doubled 7;Kelowna. Jones (Y
two runs in. Martino’s long single 
to centre made the score 4-3 for 
the Orioles and ended the rally.
Snyder got a base on balls and 
Jacobs smashed out one of 
Schaefer’s offerings for a homer, 
putting the OBCs one up at 5-4.
Engelsby’s three-bagger in the 
eighth was a big one when Ito 
singled him in to tie the ball 
game up.
Martino was tough on the OBCs 
in the final frame, striking out 
two of their powerhouses," Eisen- 
hut and Vanderburgh, as the chips 
were down and th“ winners were 
on the bases.
In the bottom of the ninth, with 
the score tied, Wickenhclser hit 
on safely ,to right field. Culos 
filed out to centre and Radies 
struck out but Schaefer came 
through with a big smash to 
centre and a first base error cost 
the Oliver club the ball game as 
Wickenheiser brought in the game 
winner standing up 
Next Sunday the Orioles host 
the Kamloops Okanots in the first 
home game of the season.
Jones wound up the period sco^ 
ing with a close backhander on 
a passout by Young.
In the final period. Simpson 
scored once on a breakaway when 
Kelowna was a man short.
Durban made the score 6 - 3 
with a fast shot on a rebound 
from Jone.s.
The next game Is in Kelowna 
tonight. ,
Lineup
Winnipeg — Goal: Henry: de 
fence Bloomer, Juzdn, Simpson, 
Rockey, May: forwards: Pennell, 
Manson, Johnson, Thomson, Bal- 
agus, Dunsmore, Lumsden, Mar­
shall, Joyal, Robinson.
Kelowna—Goal: Gatherum; de­
fence: Lavell, Smith, McCallum, 
Dawes; forwards: Agar, Middle- 
ton. Roche, Jones, Young, Dur­
ban. Swarbrick, Jatilteski, Moro. 
S um niry?
First period: 1. Kelowna, Jab­
lonski (Dawes) 5:27; 2. Kelowna, 
Moro (Smith) 12:03; 3. Kelowna, 
Agar (Jablonski) 13:05. Penalt­
ies: Simpson 3:42, Agar 5:37, 
Robinson 7:38. Dawes 9:02, Swar­
brick 13:45, 16:56.
Second period: 4. Winnipeg, 
Lumsden (Balagus) 2:57: 5. Win­
nipeg, Pennell (May) 12:49: 6.
Moro) 
oung)
19:15; Penalties: Marshall 8:05.
Third period: 8. W i n n i p e g ,  
Simp.son 7:03; 9. Kelowna, Dur­
ban (Swarbrick) 17:33. Penalties 
Lumsden 6:57, Dunsmore 12:48, 
Moro 12:48. M c C a l l u m  19:40 
Lumsden 19:40, Juzda 19:47.
SAND and GRAVEL 
Crushed Roadway Gravel 
BULLDOZING 
S. W. , BEDFORD LTD. 
2021 Stirling Place
YOU CAN DEPEND ON
When kidncjri (til to 
remove cicea Midi 
ind wutM, b«k- , tcll̂  tired (eelinc.1 
disturbed test otteal 
lollow. Dodd’st Kidney Fills stimu-1 
Uta kidneys tol 
aornul duty. You I(eel better—sleep I ibetter, work better. I 
Get Dodd's _st any 
druf storn You can 
depand on Dodd'i.
C C M
Choose yours from the 
C.C.M, family of fine 
bikes, in 3ranges..,
C anadian  ^SABRE—  













a n c ie n t  b u il d e r s
A temple at El Karnak, Egypt, 
largest cnlumnnr structure ever 
built by man, took 2,000 years to 
complete.
Vancouver lends Winni|>eg 3-2] Wnshlngtop Senators und Bo.ston 
in games and can wrap up lhc[Rctl iwx scromblc for the prize.
T
NOTICE
Sold By OGOPOGO SERVICE
Kelowna Board of Trade Oih Annual, Dinner Meeting 
will be held at 6:1.^ p.m;, Wednesday, April DLIR. 
In, the Kelowna Atpia Ballroom,
Speaker will bp Lawrence J. Wallace,
Chairman of the B.C. Centennial Commiltcc
Tickets should he obtained at Ibe Kelowna Board of Yradc.
Thomas R. Hill,
' Secretary.
' ..'........ ........  ' \
Free Demonstration
NOT AN ORDINARY 
DRY CHARGE 
BATTERY
Install it . . .
Forget it!
NEVER USES WA lER  
NEVER OVERIIEA'IS 
NEVER FREEZES. . . 
NEVER NEEDS 
AITENTION
The Silicon V^terleas Bat­










Wnterlean Battery turns 
your engine,over luster.
In compctitivif labointory 
tests, the Bllicon Waterless 
Battery prcKiueed ' 4(M)v. 
more jmwer tlian one of 














Gal W ith Heart In Kelowna 
Shinnies Up Success Rungs
By GEORGE INGLIS
<Courier Sporti EdiUr)
The most outstanding piece of sports news over the week- 
end, even shadowing the Packers’ triumphant march through 
th e’western Allan Cup final series, comes from “deep in the 
heart of Texas."
Saturday night in the Shamrock Pool in Houston, Texas, 
Irene MacDonald won the AAU national diving crown, ten 
points better than runner-up Paula Jean Meyers. This is just 
another in the long list of diving "firsts” this comely little 
blonde gal has rung up in the name of Canada, achieving 
heights never before attained by any Canadian gal. will prob­
ably be the stepping-stone on her way to conquer the world 
in the next Olympics.
A native of Hamilton, Ont., Irene has spent most of her 
adult life out west, much of the summer time training right 
here in Kelowna under Dr. George Athens, the man to whom 
she attributes much of the reason for inspiring her to go fur­
ther along the thorny path to success. Her winters have been 
devoted to warmer climes (where they have indoor swimming 
pools), and the pert mistress of the springboards has trained 
for three years now under Glen McCormick in Los Angeles. 
McCormick, husband of the world renowned Pat McCormick, 
is a famous diving coach in his o^n right. |
In the AAU nationals two years ago young “Irene the; 
dream" was just nipped out by five points by the old maestro,; 
Pat McCormick, a performance that shook a lot of record I
books to their foundations. i
That was the year that Sports Illustrated, a sports pic-| 
torial, had made practically no mention at all of the little Can­
adian gal who ‘came within an ace of beating the champ out
for the title. ............................
Irene’s next achievement is written indelibly m history. 
After just making Canada's swim team by a narrow margiri of 
vote, the first gal to represent us in world diving competition, 
Irene set a record for courage, gallantry and sportsmanship 
that may never be equalled. Smitted by a sudden attack of 
bursitis in her shoulders so severe she was forced to balk at! 
one dive and lose all her points on it, she nevertheless wentj 
on to place third and bring Canada her first bronze medal in 
diving.
It was a grand job by a grand little gal.
RELAXED TRAINING
Following the Olympics, Irene went off her rigorous 
training schedule to some extent, diving in exhibition at the 
Regatta as she has done for four years, but not keeping her nose 
right to the grindstone of strict training.
As a result, she only managed to make it into the top 
trio last year at the national AAU’s, but this year she went all 
the way. Based on her performance two years ago, and the 
way she was going in the Olympics until she had her bursitis 
attack, there are many who believe that this little blonde gal 
was treading hard on Mrs. McCormick’s heels, and\ feel that 
she may very well be the world’s best amateur now that the 
long-time champion has gone pro.
The superlative performance in Houston on Saturday 
seems to substantiate this belief, also, and probably will be the 
forerunner of another BEG championship for Canada’s queen 
of the springboard, and set the scene for a triumph in the next 
Olympics.
And for those people who have knocked the idea of 
Kelowna having an indoor.,pQpl,..£Ct this— Ii:ene is in love 
with the Orchard City, her adopted home and would like noth­
ing better than to live here and carry the name ‘‘Kelowna’’ 
around the world as its ambassa;dor of goodwill—provided the
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Catholics, Protestants Together 
In Placing God In World's Fair
Ancient Fossil 
Comes To Light| 
On B.C. BeachB r GEORGE CORNELL iposcd to present "their concep-scenes. Includes a 75 • foot • longAssociated Press Staff Writer tion of happiness and the means c.xhibit hall, its floor elevated on
fair'^h ^ g K i n g a t t e n U ^ ^  The church groups, as their an-l Color of the building is a pale SIDNEY, B.C. (CP)—Scientists' 
God as^well as man jswer, seek to depict faith and sky blue. At one end is a round- of the provincial mines depart*
At the InternaUonai and Uni-|st^ry‘ce. chaoel. with a cant^in.,ent scratched their heads when
versal Exposition of 1958 which! . Theme of the Protestan ^1- circular roof, and stained glass Derksen. 15. turned up
nr«.n« r>Av» Thnrsriiv in Ttriic-ihcc; "The ncw humanity in the windows. * V , j
s^s, Christiamtv occupies a not-h\<?ht of Jesus Christ.’’ TT̂ e Cath-| At one side rises the cross-top- 
able nlacc on the staee iohe theme: ‘ Man and God. ped pylon.
Ron^an cThoics and Protest-! Tor the Catholic Church, the; "We didn’t want it to be too 
ants have chiooed in around the!P™i^ct has been a centrally co-|hlgh because we want people to
clobe to ereef^seoarate smooth-working olan. be able to see the crosses." snid;acea in a period of reveral mil-
A,.AC iKnir with conlributiorts from national Brussels pastor Pieter Fagcl, thc’lions of years ago when most ofcases of their faith. .. .. ,u......... iNorth America was covered by
seas. But the closest area 
such fossils have been
"Civitas 'missioner-general of the exhibit. jthat Pro^stan^s must _be repre-1 found is in the Rocky Mountains,
with a tritobite fossil he found on| 
a local beach.
Trilobitcs. a t>’pe' of shellfish,| 
were a prominent order of crust-
I.JA.: n f  h n fiith Wi t iDUtlon i u i ur ci i i ci raK i iiiC;i u i
Bv far the la'recst and most committees in 52 coyn-,sparkplug behind the project. jNorth A
r ^ r a t P  is the » I Almost l o n e  - handed he! shallow
. .. ’ I The Vatican - designated com- launched it on the convictioniWhereelaborate hibit.
Its sleek. graceful
Dei”—City of God—spreads over 
17,000 square yards of ground, 
and rises to a cross - crowned 
peak of 190 feet. Altogether it 
cost about $1,600,000.
The purpose, says Pope Pius I
Paul Hevmans. a prominent Bel-'sentcd. The Belgian Protestant!especially around Field, B.C. Of- 
gian layman, toured the world.; I'edcration, in a country of only ficials consider it unlikely that 
organizing support with church;75,000 Protestants among a popu- 
leaders in various regions. jlation of 8,500,000, undertook offi- 
For the Protestants, with their cinl s|X>nsorshio.
denominational divisions a n d |  The plan is to move the build-
XII is to provide ‘‘a worthy and I without unified backing, the 1ob;ing later to another site as a
,'has been tougher going, with Bei-i world ecumenical -  or Christianimpressive display of universal 
Catholicism,”
FIRST EXHIBITS 
In dimensions and investment, 
the Protestant d.xhibit is on a 
smaller scale.
gium’s small Protestant minority;unity—centre in Belgium 
taking the lead. \
WALLED CITY
Both Christian structures arc 
streamlined, bold and modern in
Its trim, pastel-tinted pavilion:design with sweeping curves 
sits on 1,000 square yards cU^mooih
ground. Above it rises a 65-foot iof glass. Continuing Pj^ogjams of 
Dvlon topped by three crosses, j w orship with outs an g . 
Efforts are still being made toiers have been se „iviUnn
finish raising a $235,000 budget.!.
"The Protestant exhibit is not ^“‘1̂city, dominated in the centre by
TRIUMPHS IN AAU MEET
Petite Irene MacDonald, the 
young Hamilton, Ont. girl who 
claims Kelowna as her second 
I home, went all the way to the 
top in the U.S. national diving 
springboard championships on 
Saturday in Houston, Texas, 
beating out Paula Jean Meyer, 
last year's champ, by a full
ten points. The comely Cana­
dian diving queen, seen above 
at Kelowna’s Ogopogo Pool, 
intends to fly back from this 
year’s BEG at Cardiff, Wales, 
to dive in exhibition at the 
Regatta, a yearly “must" for 
the international water show, 
—(Courier Staff Photo)
Bisons Don't Like 
Cuba's Hot Blood
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Buffalo]world," 
Bisons and Havana Sugar Kings John C.
will—or won’t—open the Interna­
tional League baseball season 
Wednesday in politically smolder­
ing Cuba.
The Bisons say they won’t. The 
league says they will and warns 
of penalties provided for clubs 
which won’t abide by the sched­
ule. Penalties range from forfei­
ture of a game to forfeiture of a 
franchise.
A special league meeting ir 
Miami Sunda.v affirmed an ear­
lier decision to open at Havana 
as scheduled. Directors said they 
had assurances that relative quiet 
has succeeded two days of shoot­
ing between government forces of 
Fulgencio Batista and rebel chief­
tain Fidel Castro.
STAND BY DECISION 
I Buffalo said it would stand on
large," a spokesman said, "but 
it i.s beautiful."
For both groups, their partici­
pation is a new thing in the cen­
tury-old history of world fairs.
Neither Protestantism, on an 
international co - operative ba­
sis, nor. the Catholic church has 
ever sponsored exhibits at any 
of the 25 world fairs of the past, 
dating back to 1851.
At the current exposition, the 
first one in two decades, both 
Christian groups have choice lo­
cations on the 500 - acre fair 
grounds.
The Catholic exhibit, officially 
entered by the Vatican state, 
stands iin the centre of the huge 
national pavilions of 43 countries. 
It is bigger than any of them 
except those of the Big Four and 
the Netherlands, 
said Bison President! The Protestant structure also 
Stiglmeier. "We're not p a s  a favored site. It stands next
Russian Youths 
Told To Shave 
'Crazy Beards'
glacial action could have trans*| 
planted the fossil.
The fossil found on Bazan Bay|
beach is only the tall section of I 
the ancient crustacean. It is about! 
I t i  inches square, embedded In a | 
small piece of black rock.
MISSIONARY KILLED
RANGOON, Burma (Reuters)- 
An English Roman Catholic mis-l 
sionary. Brother Edmund John,| 
was stabbed to death here Satur­
day.
MOSCOW (API — Russian bop 
sters were told today to shave: 
a strikingly formed church, its off those crazy beards and get dc-! 
contours inspired by an ancient cent haircuts. 
t""V iite tent The youth paper Komsomol
^"Nevw before has such a P/avda also lowered fhe boom on 
church been seen an>-where in the Soviet version of the zoot suit. 
Heynlans said. .
so mercenary as to risk-having 
any of our players killed or kid­
napped.”
Stiglmeier said the Buffalo ex­
ecutive board made up its mind 
Saturday after league president 
Frank Shaughnessy telephoned 
him from Pompano Beach, Fla., 
that the game would not be
to the giant emblem of the fair 
—the "atomium,” a strange, 332- 
foot - high cluster of enormous 
aluminum spheres.
FAITH STRESSED 
About 40,000,000 people are ex­
pected to visit the fair between 
now and its close next Oct. 19. 
The exhibitors, says fair com-
thc world.
From its belfry, holding a huge 
illuminated cross, an ingeniously 
arranged series of cables support 
the slanting roof of the church, 
with its wide stained glass win­
dows. The framework is of deli­
cately shaded wood.
Besides the 2,500 - capacity 
church, there is a three-storey 
exhibition building, with escalat­
ors and high, echoing corridors 
a courtyard with six chapels, a 
40-bell carillon, a 2.000-capacity 
restaurant and a concert hall 
seating 1,200.
In the exhibits, a spokesman 
said, "the church will try to ex­
plain where man stands today in 
the midst of turmoil and fright­
ening events.”
About 50 Catholic organizations 
have scheduled international con­
gresses at the pavilion before the 
fair closes.
At the same time it cracked the 
knuckles of Russian fashion de­
signers who dress up men in 
baggy pants.
The chinwhiskers, haircuts and 
zoot suits, are strictly from cap­
italism, said the paper. As for the 
baggy pants, it said:
"Men are seen sweeping the 
sidewalks with their long, wide 
trousers, and they suffer in sum­
mer because of the excessive cot 
ton padding in the jackets.” 
Getting back to the beards, the 
paper figured the bopsters were 
just too lazy to use hot water 
and a razor. Besides, it asked 
"What do future miners need 
beards for?"
WIDE VARIETY
Canadian packing plants pro­
duce more than 200 different it 
ems of pork products.
IF YOUR 
PAPER IS MISSED
Phone your carrier first 
Then if your Courier is not 




And a copy will be 
despatched to you at once
this special delivery service 
is available nightly between 
7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
"One life saved is worth all the 
franchises and money in the
Victoria Vikings One Game 
From The Junior Cage Crown
city had an indoor pool, so she oould train properly! ,e„d a team
But pool or no pool, we love youi Irene, and will be Havana, 
pulling for you all the way.
AMBASSADORS AT LARGE
Strictly on the discredit side,of the ledger is the manner 
in which the hockey fans arc turning oiit to watch their hockey 
club battling its way along the Allan Cup trail. Well under 
2,(X)() people attended Saturday night’s hockey game and most 
of those who did turn out sat on their hands. Even all the 
yakking that was done earlier about kids being permitted in, 
proved to be a farce when only 50-60 of a possible 200 showed
up. •
There has been a lot of talk about the expense of games, 
but these series games arc no more expensi’ve than they were 
in Kamloops, Vernon, or Penticton before. There has been a 
lot of talk about it being too much hockey in such a short time* 
but this is the first time in ten years we have been fortunate 
enough to have this opportunity, and may very well be the last 
this decade. , '
There is no half way attitude to take on it, cither. Many 
times Kelownians have been able to beat their gums justily, 
using the word “if” with great frequency, but right at this mo­
ment that is all in the past.
This is a moment in the city’s sports history that has never 
before been realized, and maybe never to be realized again.
Wc stand as B.C. champions, on the verge of being western 
Canadian champions, and hosts to the Allan Cup scries.
Hockey enthusiasts all over Canada, many of them who nevor 
heard our name before, arc looking, at us.
They don’t know vis from Adam's off-ox, other than 
what they learn from the sports pages. But they arc getting to 
know us better every day, jind they will know us really well 
should the CAHA be forced to pull the next scries out of 
town for lack of support.
Right at the moment wc have about 20 ambassadors 
from the prairies living among us. They arc in complete accord 
that the climate is wonderful, the scenery grand, the possibilities 
for enjoyment tremendous, but they just clam up if you say 
anything about the fans.
These fellows are going to go home with a very definite 
opinion as to this city. All the excuses, nattering and malarkcy 
in the world won’t change their opinion about a town that 
can’t even fill an arena as small as ours for a national scnii 
final scries, . i,,.„ ,
They know all about indifferent support, having suffered I ha, 
enough of it in their own city. The familiar pattern is no ncw| He s:iys he’ll be just ns htippv 
thing ot them, and no amount of soft-jicdalling will make them hittipK is the .same (in K) . 
blind to it,
It is not just the little guy with whom the bucks arc tight 
that is staying away, cither, there  arc plenty of people who 
could well afford to get out and reveal a bit of pride in their 
city’s athletes in their hour of achievement.
As it is, they make the title "City of Champions" a bitter 
Iraverstv on the truth.
played in Havana. He said aImissioner General Baron Moens 
league meeting April 6- empow-de Fernig of Belgium, are sup- 
ered Shaughnessy to transfer the 
game from Havana if conditions 
changed materially.
League directors ordered all 
clubs to adhere to the schedule 
approved last . Jan. 24 and said 
failure to do so would subject an 
offending club to constitutional 
penalties. These range from for 
feiture of a game to forfeiture of 
franchise. '
Roberto Maduro, owner of the 
Sugar Kings, said: "We’re going 
to be in Havana April 16; If Buf­
falo isn’t, we win four games.”
ONE-MAN JOB
The Protestant exhibit, stress­
ing Christian unity and the work 
being done 'through church co-op­
eration on national and world
Chimney Sweeping So Good 
Women Want Chance At It
•VICTORIA (GP)—  Windsor 
AKO returns to the floor tonight 
foi* Its last chance to prevent 
Victoria Vikings from walking 
off with the Canadian junior 
men’s basketball championship in 
straight games.
The score stands at 2-0 for the 
home team in the bo.st-of-fivc 
final series. Victoria, won 61-43 
Saturday and 71-56 Friday.
The visitors hope to face the 
third and possibly decisive game 
of t)ie scries with a rejuvenated 
team and a return to the fast 
running play which won them the 
eastern championship,
"Wo stunk" said Windsor coach 
Frank Wansbrough of Saturday’s 
play.
COULDN’T RUN
"The boys seem to have for­
gotten everything that helped 
them win in the East. We’re h 
running team and rny gang Just 
couldn’t run," ho said.
Added to Wansbrough’s troubles 
were injuries ,to two of liis star 
players—Bucky Pnri'nt and Ralph 
Patterson. Parent'was used only 
sparingly Sntiirday and Patterson 
was slowed Viy a bruised hip.
After a rest Sunday, both play­
ers were expected to he in better 
shape today and the Windsor 
conch hiiped to sec them in double 
figuro.s tonight.
Victoria conch Bill Garner was 
not satisfied with Saturday night’s 
play eltlier. He said his team 
wasn’t making its shots count ns 
well ns it might "but when you 
Vi'in you can’t bo anything but
RAPS OFFICIATING
Tlie Vlkinjf.s led all the way 
Saturdny night., lliey took a 20-7
VIENNA (AP) —_The chimney 
sweep trade is so flourishing in 
Austria that women want to get 
into it.
We don’t want them,” the 
sweeps’ guild m aster, F r a n z  
Sikula, s a y s  bluntly. "They 
would be a lot of bother."
Sikula is a happily - married 
man and there are no indications 
that he and other sweeps are 
biased against females in prin­
ciple.
But he explained;
“Ours is a dirty job. Where
margin in the first quarter, were wbuld the girls wash up after
ahead 32-21 at half time and held 
a widened 47-32 lead at the three- 
quarter mark.
Top scorer for the Western 
champs was Bob Tomlinson, who 
notched 17 points. Waldo Skillings 
took 14 and captain Tom English 
hit for 13.
Leading the visitors was cen­
tre Bob Hanson with 14 points, 
Windsor guard Ed Bernes scored 
eight.
Play was rough at times, with 
35 fouls called, 18 to Windsor. 
The Windsor coach protested later 
his team was not getting fair 
treatment from officials Lew Mc- 
Corbelt and Ralph Nash, both of 
Victoria,
"One of those guys doesn’t 
know the rules and the other is 
just along for the ride,” said the 
disconsolate Wansbrough,
work?
"The job requires a lot of phys­
ical strength. Climbing roofs and 
up chimneys’, wielding h e  a wy 
brushes and so forth takes a lot 
of power.”
Sikula said a few girls had 
tried but were soon discouraged.
"Wc just made it difficult for 
them," he said.
There is no law against girl 
sweeps, but the guild wields a 
lot of power.
There are only two women 
sweeps in Austria, and none in 
Vienna.
Chimney sweeping is a pros 
perous craft here. There is no 
competition because there are 
are only as many liifences as 
there are possibilities of work.
Vienna has 2 sweeping dis­
tricts, with 200 masters and 500 
aides to take care of them. One 
master can’t work in another’s 
district,
Their semi - official status is 
achieved by working hand - in - 
glove with the fire departments 
and building police. Chimney 
sweeps must check buildings 
regularly and report any short- 
chimneys or fire
n n  BDu
C y  " a  This advcriiscmcnt is not published or displayed by the Liquor
chimney situation in new houses.! Control Board or by the Government of British Columbia*
, I
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Stand Little Chance 
Of Boost In Grants
QUEBEC (CP)-Qucboc’s uni- 
vcr.sltios and thetr students .stand 
slight chance of an immediate 
boost in provincial governrrient 
financial aid, Proinior Duplcssis 
lias Indicated.
Aiuioiinclng his government will 
absorb $10,000,000 in school hoard 
debts—It has ab,sorbed $185,000,- 
000 since 1!H0—Mr. Duplcssis said 
It would not favor "a clas;', which 
unjuh'tly, wishes to consider it.solf 
privileged,"
“ “1  Al* ANICSir TULI rS  "
Nearly 10,000,000 tulip bulbs 
wbre exported froip Japan in 
10.57, the United Stati\s being the 
best customer.
I The newspaper sriys tlie com 
jlKiund is from wild periwinkle, a 
iwceq that grows profusely in Jh'
imaica.
The dl.scovcry "is so ImSKirl- 
ant," the paper says, that Dr, 
Robert L, Nolile, associate dlree- 
tor of tile Colltp Mistical Rc' 
grain Mi.vs t ’liniutiiui medienliseureli Lalioratories at the Uni- 
M'leiitists have entrueted a loni-jvevsity of West(;rn Ontario, and 
|M)und froijn a Jamaitxin weed an asMielate, .1, IL Ciitts, wlll'lire- 
which they iH'lleve may become sent the (tiulinKs iif their research 
a weiRHin in tlie war ugaliist leu-,at a meeting of tile Ameitean As- 





Need ojtlra cqih for cor ropq^lrj ?
A N IA G A R A  loon will banish corosl
Atl-6«iii»ll«n t«an Campany d
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Driinciics thfuiihguut Urilbh Culuinbln
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R'(!, of coiirtie, wanted to fix oursclrea 
a recreation room, hut thcrA’a all nuinner of things . 
you ran do with a Home Improvement I/oan, 
i'ou ron huiUl a garage, for example, paint 
your hoimc, or landscape ymir lot.
Homo Improvomoiit I/)uns, from Imperial 
Hank of Ciiniulii, are mitdo available 
to homcownera \yho winh to make atlditionn 
or improvements to Iheir property, but haven’t  , 
ready caah to go aheiid. 'I'he inttireat rate 
ia low, and convenient monthly paytmmU 
can be arraiiRed. See the manaKer a t any 
liranch of Imperial Hitnk alxiut 
your Home Improvement Loan.
IM PERIAL
r. M ake Smart Spring Chem ise 
From This Easy-To-Sew Pattern
HITHER AND YON
__________ as^. ^
STRIKING En s e m b l e
By ALICE ALDEN
One of the newest spring cos­
tumes uses leather — lovely, 
gleaming white leather—with 
striking success. Samuel Rob­
ert sets off a dress of brilliant 
blue floral print with a fitted 
jacket of white leather lined 
with the print. For a finish- 
ishing touch, there's a shawl 
collar of the print. ____
Creating excitement every­
where in the fashion world is the 
Chemise — smartly styled for 
spring and summer in Marian 
Martin's newsmaking Printed 
Pattern 9211. Interpreted in cas­
ual, textured cotton, the back is 
straight, the front creates a two- 
piece effect emphasized by 
double ixjckets at the hipline.
Although the Chemise is the 
simplest of sewing (no waist 
seams*, it must fit properly — 
fluid through the waist, narrow as 
a sheath across the hips. Aiding 
the construction is a long neck- 
type Talon zjpper. In this dress 
our designers suggest a 22-inch 
zipper for ease’ of dressing and 
perfect fit.
Also included in Printed Pat- 
jtern 9211 is a sleeveless summer 
version with a square cut neck­
line — beautifully appropriate 
for linen, shantung, crepe, or cot- 
ton.
Printed Pattern 9211 is avail­
able in Misses’ Sizes 10, 12, 
14, 16 and 18. Size 16 takes S'ls 
yards 39-inch fabric.
Just send FIFTY CENTS in 
coins (stamps cannot be accep­
ted* for this Printed Pattern 9211. 
Please print plainly Size, Name. 
Address and style number. Send 
to Marian Martin, care of The 
Kelowna Courier, 60 Front St., 
Toronto, Ont.
WILL ATTEND FE ST IV A L . .
Mrs. S. M. Simpson leaves tomor­
row for Penticton where she will 
spend three days attending the 
Okanagan Valley Musical Festi­
val which is being held in the 
I Peach City this year.
IN VANCOUVER . . .  to at­
tend the 45th provincial annual 
meeting of the I.O.D.E. are Mrs. 
Charles Pettman. Mrs. James 
Panton, Mrs. E. Russell. Mrs. J. 
Gordon, Mrs. A. B. Clark, and 
Mrs. K. Parker.
MISS TRUDY TREADGOLD 
enjoyed a week's holiday in
I
KEEP IN TRIM
Time Now To Improve That Thigh 
Line W ith Effective Exercise
By IDA JEAN KAIN
When fickle fashion makes 
radical changes in the silhouette, 
new figure flaw's are emphasized.
This season the thighline is def­
initely on the spot. The letters 
of late refer to assorted thigh 
troubles, ranging from "lumpy 
limbs” to flabby contours, and 
from an annoying stocking top 
bulge to pincushions of fat which 
perch brazenly on the side thigh­
line.
In this sedentary age, the thigh 
, muscles get almost no exercise.
Dancrcs, skaters and swimmers 
are about the only girls who get 
routine exercise to keep the 
thighs shapely.
Misshapen thighs do not nec­
essarily mean excess fat, for in 
many cases the trouble is caused 
by weak muscles and lack of cir­
culation. We sit too much of the 
time. Walking is excellent exer­
cise for the front thighline, for 
this muscle is used in the forward! 
swing of the leg. But here again, I 
who walks much any more? 1 
Corrective calisthenics are the 
solution.
Position: Lying on right side, 
head pillowed on folded right 
arm. left hand braced on floor 
in front of chest. Legs straight 
down.
Movement; pointing with the 
heel, rai.se left leg part way up.
Make wide circles from the hip 
joint, circling 6 times in one 
direction, 6 in the other, always 
with heel pointed. Change sides 
and repeat. Later, circle 24 times 
with each leg, resting between 
each 12 counts.
Position: same as above.
Movement; raise left leg about 
half way up, then raise the lower 
leg, bringing it up to touch raised 
leg. Keep knees straight. Hold
Zeg slim m in g
for a slow count of 6. Relax. Re­
peat about 5 counts. Change sWes 
and perform again. This exercise 
is definitely toning.
Position: standing, catch hold 
of a chair back with right hand.
Movement: leading with the 
heel, keep knee straight and 
swing left leg sidewards in a 
short, forceful thrust. Repeat 6 
to 10 times, then shake leg vigor­
ously to release the tension. 
Change sides and repeat with 
other leg. From this same posi­
tion, bend one knee and, using the 
knee point, describe wide circles. 
Repeat with opposite knee.
If you really* mean business 
about perfecting the thighs, look 
into exercise dance classes in 
which the teacher gives exercises 
based on controlled ballet rnove- 
ments.
'Unfashionable'
To Smoke Latest 
Campaign l(Jea
EDMONTON (CPl — A cam­
paign aimed at making smoking 
unfashionable with young people 
has been proposed by the Al­
berta division of the Canadian 
Cancer Society.
Mrs. R. N. Talbot of Calgary, 
the division's executive director, 
told a meeting here that "the evi­
dence seems absolutely definite 
that lung cancr affects those 
who smoke cigarets.”
The Alberta division in a reso­
lution to the Canadian Cancer So­
ciety has suggested, said Mrs. 
Taltot, a program of education 
in which top-flight psychologists 
would aid in an effort to make 
non-smoking glamorous and fa­
shionable with young people, and 
smoking a habit practised only 
by "squares.”
Mrs. Talbot said lung cancer Is 
largely a matter of prevention, 
adding that incidence of lung can­
cer is less with women than with 
men, perhaps because most wo­
men have not been smoking as
long. , -o
There is pretty good evidence, 
she said, that the answer to con­
trolling and curing cancer is not 
too far off.
•MrSi Talbot said there is 
test, still in the experimental 
stage, which detects stomach 
cancers in early stages.
She told the meeting that the 
cancer society’s work falls into 
three categories; Education, re­
search and welfare.
Education on danger signals 





VANCAUVER (CP> — Alarmed
Golden Age Of London's Eating 
Now Over, Says Retiring Chef
ALICE WINSBY Women’s Editor
MON., APRIL 14, 1958 THE DAILI COURIER g
M ARY HAWORTH'S MAIL
Sadistic Bachelor Baffles Spinster 
Who Aspires To Win His Affection
T\\o one-act plavs will be sub*t A special centennial attraction 
mitted by the Kelowna . Little at the North Okanagan Festival 
Theatre to comjietc in the North, will be a presentation by the 
Okanagan Drama Festival which; Yellow Point Players, winners of 
will be held in Vernon next week, the 1957 British Columbia Drama 
from April 21 to 26 inclusive. Finals. ' _
A woman of wide theatrical, Kelowna’s entries will be
experience has boon choscu by j Pink Lady’*, an original V'l̂ y 
the British Columbia Drama As- ; written and directed by Roland 
sociation and the Department of Goodchild. and Act 3 of "Mary 
Education for the judging of this of Scotland” directed by Dons 
■ • • e j e  a ee  s li a  i  festival., She is Dorothy, Anderson.
Vancouver visiting friends dur- Coldrick of Vancouver, *
ing the vacation. , who adjudicated in Kelowna iii'
MR. AND MRS. F. N. GIS- 1955. Mrs. Goldrick has a wealth J
BORNE . . . and their daughter! of experience In all phases "f ,, citizens have doubledFrances have returned from a theatrical work, and has given vancoiuci citizens na\e aouoci
ten-day holiday at the coast and; a great deal of time to training their purchase of door chains
Washington points. I of children. ___________  since ".sox fiend” warnings by
j Police Chief George Archer. 
Chief Archer warned that tha 
I killer of Mrs. Evelyn Roche.
I found murdered in an alley last 
I week, may strike again, and 
urged citizens to keep their doors
LONDON (API -  Goodbye home in the St. John s M wd sec- ^oor
Camembert souffle, let someone • ' .
else serve the succulent turbot his favorite dish-codfish. ' cnains. ___________ —
It’s farewell to the Ritz Hotel 
for Joseph Cantu, for many ycap 
manager of the famous Grill 
Room. After 56 years of catering 
to sophisticated appetites of cx- 
. At 69, Cantu thinks he has 
acting epicures he îs retiring, 
lived through the golden age of 
eating in London’s West, End.
Dinner parties aren’t the extrav­
aganzas they used to be.
There was one he recalls, given 
by a German champagne sales­
man who turned the restaurant 
into a Venetian scene and dres­
sed all the waiters as gondol­
iers.
“Then on one occasion he cele­
brated an Antarctic expedition, 
and had the waiters dressed as 
explorers,” Cantu said. "Dishes 
were pulled in from the kitchen 
on sledges.”
BROUGHT OWN COOKS
The m o s t  fabulous of his 
guests, who came on many occa­
sions, was the Maharajah of Ka- 
purthala.
“He always wore a turban fast­
ened with a large diamond pin, 
and there was always a great 
flurry because he brought his 
own cooks,” Cantu remembers.
"We had cooks who were great 
artists, but the maharajah in­
sisted on his own.”
B e t w e e n  the wars Cantu 
served for a time at the Carlton, 
where cabinet ministers dined.
"Lloyd George was fond of 
Irish stew,” he recalled. “But he 
was too absorbed in politics to 
be much of a success as a gour­
met.
"Sir Winston Churchill prefer­
red food plain, waved away the 
sauces and made-up dishes.
"One could always count on the 
Duke of Windsor. His order was 
Camembert souffle, his favorite 
dish.”
Cantu, who came from Switz­
erland at the age of 13, will leave 
the marbled splendor of the Ritz 
to rest for a while in his smaU
GALLERY VIEWS
PAINTINGS FOR THE CENTENNIAL
By GORDON HARTLEY 'mood. It reflects and makes us
appreciate the hard, rugged life 
PAINTINGS FOR THE times. Is this not one
CENTENNIAL the significant reasons for
Currently on display in the looking back at our early B.C. 
board room of the Library are a history?
scries of memorable .paintings by Oii the whole, Janet Middleton 
Janet Middleton. For the sake of has produced an excellent series 
discussion and examination the of pictures, both interesting and 
pictures ma.v bo divided into oils educational from a historical 
and water colors. |noint of view. Perhaps she will
Three of the four walls of the ! bo able to tell us more a ^ u t  
gallery display water colors,! these pictures at the Art Exhibit 
which is unfortunate, because tlic. Society s annual meeting on April 
oil technique best expresses thcT 6, in the pbrary . 
feeling of weathering and aging One feature of the exhibit 
and immediately reflects the  ̂which cannot go unmentioned is 
time element-the historical fac- the painting and accompanying
cards of “An Abandoned Wagon” 
which is an excellent symbol of 
our past and would be a valid 
replacement for silly Centennial 
!Sam.
tor. Aside" from the actual sub­
ject matter, which is most in­
teresting, the paintings in oil are 
the ones which intrinsically ex­
press the passing of time.
The water color technique tends m 
to be too fresh and bright—fine 
for today but not to portray the, ' 
early'days. Most atmospheric cf-; 
fects with some of the w ater' 
colors may have helped to change 
the mood of tha picture. The ton-1 
















FOR FREE d e l iv e r y  
JUST DIAL 3333
mmmmm
DEAR MARY, HAWORTH: I 
aeiecuon. m e in my late twenties^^
gram .had been p a r t l e n u S ^  ned, ^ n d  8 I me
Young Thespian Travelling Up 
The Canadian Theatrical Ladder
By GERRY MARTIN i Rosemary may not be helpful
Canadian Press Staff Writer around the house, but her mother
Tnnf4NTO (CP) -  Rosemary to be her chief supporter.TORONTO (LI ) -  Kosemary j j..
Bird, n slim, dnrk-hnired beauty
who first toddled on the .stage at 
age 4, has grabbed a choice 
Canadian role at age 16.
An intense yuong lady with am­
bition. .she was picked from 200 
aspirants for the female lead in 
Lister Sinclair’s The World of the 
Wonderful Dark, n feature of this 
summer’s first annual Vancouver 
International art festival.
Born during an air raid in 
Moveton. Cheshire, in England, 
Rosemary’s star has been climb­
ing steadily sinep she came here 
with her parents four years ago.
Last year she played her first 
lend role ns Miranda in The 
Tc'mpcst. S h e  tovivcd Eastern 
Canada lln the play with the 
Enrlo Grey Shakespearean Fest­
ival Company.
NO DOMESTIC
I Rosemary has definite opinions, 
nnd one concerns housework. "I 
loathe cooking nnd housework." 
she sn,vs.
She Is the oldest of four chll 
d ro n  of Mr. nnd Mrs. Frederic 
Bird. The others arc Caroline, 10, 
John. 4, nnd Anthony, 11 months. 
Her father works at the de Havll 
land Aircraft Company hero.
KELOWNA 
l it t l e  THEATRE
Attention Season 
Ticket Holders
An evening of  ̂ Act Plays 
will l>c prcscnicd by the 




for Season Ticket Holder* 
only
Adinttflon on presentation 
of Season Ticket and 50< 
All KeaU Rush•> * H, ' ' ’ ’I-' S* 1 . . I ■
Any unuNcd porlion of 
Season lickcl will admit 
bearer free.
....... ............  gives me the right
to be her strictest critic,” said 
her mother.
The girl’s first professional role 
was in summer stock at Niagara 
Falls in 1956, as Mary Delaney in 
Jimmy Kissed Me. One of her 
most recent performances was 
the load in a CBC radio drama. 
Marrying of Ann Lettc.
Rosemary left school last year 
on completing grade 10, but her 
dally .schedule would exhaust 
many schoolgirls her age. There 
arc drama classes,. ballet and 
voice production classes, even 
while rehearsing for a play.
The English - born lass'doesn’t 
have any steady boy friends, ex­
plaining "my career comes first.”
e a g e r  y o u n g st e r
She admits however she was 
somewhat surprised at her selec­
tion to play Tn.skcena, a young 
Indian squaw, in Mr. Sinclair’s 
play which has its world premiere 
during the fc.stlval In Vancouver 
July 10 to Aug. 16.
•*T feel It Is probably my blg- 
ge.st break nnd l am really look­
ing forwn ;̂d to It," a\\c said, 
Rosemary leaves for Vancouver 
In June to begin rehearsals. Asked 
how she feels about playing with 
older actors, ns she will In Van­
couver, she said "playing with 
older nnd more i '̂xperioiiccd act­
ors has really helped me. I find 
I strive even harder to do my 
bc.st so I won’t let them down."
Despite her driving dramatic 
ambitions. Ilosemary in , many 
ways i.s n typiciil leen-ngor, "I 
Jii.sl love clothes e.speclnlly bright 
color.s, and prnetichlly live In 
sweaters nnd skirts," she said.
She once won a Jive contest, 
nnd sho likes rock 'n' roll, Her 
favorite sports arc swimming and 
tennis.
fective in Canada and the United 
States.
Newspaper and magazine stor­
ies mentioning cancer seldom 
were published outside Canada 
and the United States, she said.
Cancer~Was riot talked about 
much in England and in some 
countries it was almost impolite 
to mention the disease.
The welfare program included 
payment of traniportation costs 
to the nearest clinic for a sus­
pected case and provision of 
boarding facilities near the clinic 
for outpatients, housekeepers for 
mothers with cancer, and cos­
metic surgery for persons disfig­
ured by a cancer operation.
Pamper Paint Brushes 
To Get Full Value 
For Your Money
It's quite true that "you get 
what you pay for" and buying 
cheap paint brushes Is not econ­
omical. The bristles will soon 
fall out nnd the finished paint 
job will look anything but profes- 
.sionnl,
A good paint brush will last 
indefinitely if you give it proper 
care. Tlil-s consists of careful 
cleaning nnd storing after every 
paint Job.
To clean brushes of enamel, 
house paint or oll-bnsc paint, 
swish In turpentine until all 
loose paint is removed, Then 
wn.sh in warm water and soap. 
Wrap in .several thlcknc.sses of 
paper nnd put away. Brushes or 
rollers used with latex-base paint 
are merely wn.shcd with warm 
water and .Soap.
During an extended job, brush­
es can bo suspended In linseed 
oil between painting sessions. 
The brush should never touch 
the Ixittom of the container or 
the bristles will become bent.
Even bhushes that have be­
come, hardened with old 'paint 
will re.s|K*nd to Irentment, How­
ever, the.se may require .soaking 
in n stronger .solvent like paint 
and vnrnlsli remover before the 
stublMun paint will give up the 
ghost, Paint brushes treated with 
resiioct will do a better job,
WIFE PRESERVERS
CAT BURGLAR
VANCOlJVF.il (CPI -  A youUi. 
fill cat burglar ellmbeil hand- 
overhand .50 feVt down the side 
of n we.st end npartment block! 
when ho wn* nirptlKcd looting i 
the fourth floor suite i>( Mrs. D, 
n. Stevens. He eluded |>«hce who 
jcomberl the neighborhood. He got 
||3  Irom Mm. Stevens purse.
Ordlnory flower poll, con bo 
wolorpfooftd by dlpplnti thorn Into 
^moljoa porefiin lo lool
an interesting bachelor in his 
thirties. I was impressed by his 
g o ^  manners and consideration 
of others. Also there was ;5-nilar- 
ity in religion and social back­
ground, plus strong sex attrac­
tion. '
I liked his company and he 
seemed to like mine and would 
compliment my appearance, 
traits and talents. He often said 
I was his favorite ^irl — perfect; 
much too good for him. I would 
say I had faults, as everyone 
has.
He confessed that he drank too 
much periodically, although he 
never over-indulged around me. 
Also, he sometimes mentioned 
his amours — which he knew 
were wrong, and hoped to re­
linquish.
TEAR JERK TALE 
OF LOST LOVE
I learned that he concealed a 
deep hurt . . . When 26, he gave 
up the girl he deeply loved and 
wrinted to marry, because of par­
ental objections. Ho said he was 
getting over it, and I tried to 
help by being understanding.
Last summer his contradictory 
behavior began to worry me. . He 
seemed to enjoy keeping me con­
fused. Worse, he never credited 
mo with an honest or generous 
motive, More than once I sug­
gested that we’d bettor break oft, 
but he’d refuse, saying neither 
of us wanted that.
Finally, a short time ago, at 
the end of a wonderful evening,
I prodded him Into saying what 
ho roallv thinks, of mo, nnd of 
life In general, He said I am sick, 
that I worry too much — espec­
ially about him. That adultery Is 
less .sinful than worry, because 
worry kills. 1 should bo like him 
— feel nothing, relax, accept 
what happens,
MAN CONDEMNS 
THE HUMAN RACE 
Men ns a whole arc no good, 
he said; nnd women nothing but 
lowdown schemers . . • which 
ever of us survives the otlier's 
death should celebrate "
drink, ns we will all be dust In | 
100 years. However, he thinks 
I’m wonderful — though I siinuld 
have known that lu; Is a pcrcii- i 
ninl bncheloir. Etc,, etc.
Ho ended by asking that wc 
1 remain friends. I know that ho 
was trvlnk to help me h y  talking 
this way: nnd I want to stay 
friends. But how, can I eopo with 
his n c g a tlv liu n ? M . D.
SHE IB VICTIM V 
OP VICIOUSNESS 
DEAIVM.D.: Hila man enjoys 
tearing you to pieces, making you 
the sacrlflt-’lal goal of his hulred 
of womi'ii, aiui I dare s».v he 
dlsiJays the same »'vil .spirit in 
all his amours.
How curl you eope with Ids 
negativism? You ean't, He says 
you nfo sick, that you,,worry too 
much, especially aliout , him. 
which iŝ  n iiinllclous statement 
of truth. 1 suspect. Very probably 
you've become emotionally iick
as a result of consorting * 
him.
He also says, destructively’, 
that you have an inferiority com­
plex, which he can only attribute 
to your being unmarried —- a 
mocking reference, obviously, to 
your hopeless campaign for him. 
He twists the knife in your heart 
by adding that marriage is no 
good, and no part of his plans — 
though you are "wonderful.” 
This brand of palaver is really in-1 
genious cruelty.
Judged on the basis of hisl 
character in relation to you, this 
man's tear jerk tale of renounc­
ing his true love at age 26 is rank 
tommyrot. Either he playcjl her 
false, to retain his liberty: or he 
was kicked out of the, picture 
by competent parents who, detec­
ted his polecat stripe and put him 
to rout in defense of their 
daughter. Which would have been | 
a good day’s work, in my opinion. 
BREAK AWAY FROM 
FOUL* FRIENDSHIP 
The man is morally sick, of I 
cour.se. His corrupt babble makes 
that clear. Hence he can't help 
being a demoralizing influence 
in the life of any wornan who 
tries to mhke sense of his behav­
ior, or tries to adju.st herself to 
his "philosophy" of “love.”
His indictment of men ("noI 
good ns a whole” ) nnd of women 
("nothing but lowdown schem­
ers” ) tolls the inside story of his 
soul's condition; He .seps others In 
terms of himself — projects his 
diseased thinking onto the human 
scone and assumes that others 
are as base ns he. Alexander 
Pope describes it thus: "All
seems infected that the infected 
spy, ns all seems yellow to the 
Jaundiced oyo."
M.v advice is to rally all your 
spiritual energy and all your 
social resources to the assign­




w i t h
Only NEW QUICK Home Permanent
by Richard Hudnut has this 
Crystal-Clear nenefrating lotion 
to cut time and work in half!
OLD INGREDIENT
Garlic has been used to streng­
then the food energy of meals 
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O N lf O V K K  wavet l*wlca at fo itl la th  tongar 
and hettar than cloudy lotloni, illcliy craamtl 
Cryital-Claar lotionpanatrotai to fait, *o  luraly I
O m V  Q U K K  cut! work In half! fawor curlara-i , 
lull 30 or le iil No fancy godgatil Swa, avail 
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Quick'i pure Idllon can ba recapped for lacond 
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S P A R K L IN G . . .  R E F R E S H IN G . .  .C O L O U R
GIVE NEW LIFE TO YOL'R HO.ME 
WITH FILES
Rich, Lustrous Ily-Crcsl Craftile
PIASTIC W AIL TILE
For your kitchen . . . bathroom . . . laundry 
room, etc. ij) easy to apply . . .  in 24 smart 
•hades
At Haug’i you have the choice of Dominion Linoleum 
Tile . . . Marboleum . . . Jaspe.or Handicraft.
Armstrong Vinyl Tile and Rubber Tile. Long wearing, 
easily maintained, clean bright colours
ASK FDR COLOURS CHART AND INSTRUCTION ON 
now  TO APPLY
BUY THE BEST WHEN YOU BUILD
Wm. HAUG & Son
13SS WATER ST. FHONE 2023 tmi 2040
IF YOU'RE PLANNING 
TO MODERNIZE 
YOUR HEATING 
P A N E L R A Y  
FITS YOUR PLAN
W ith M odern Beauty . . . Space 
Saving . . . Low Cost
m
WE DO IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME
You don't have to pay for “second guesses” when you call us in for 
plumbing repairs. We fix it so it stays fixed 
Our precision saves you money.
It’s the quality behind the name that counts
WIGHTNIAN PLUMBING and HEATING
m  LAWRENCE AVE. PHONE 3122
V
Proven durability . . .  protection . . . outstanding 
beauty and real economy . . . these are the qualities 
you want in your new roof — and the qualities 
' you’ll find in . . .
M U R R A Y
FLOR-LAY SERVICES LTD
Th* mo«t •omplately stocked floor fumUhing itor« in the Intcnor 
114 BERNARD AYR. PHONE 3334
MODERN LIVING NEEDS MODERN W IR IN G
The Answer is . . .
ADEQUATE 
W IRING
You can’̂  c.tpcct to keep adding appliances 
to ,a wiring system geared lor a much lighter 
load of electricity. Let us qtioie you on wiring 
that will do the job surely, safely.
CI.ENWOOD AVE.




P A IN T
Here's an cxcollonl 
house palm that 
may be applied tq 
a n y  exterior suv- 
fape, Spreads evenly 
and Mtux)thly. Spo- 
dally prepared to 
mccL Western wea­
ther condition,s, it 
provides protection 
(or Years to come. 
White only.
,,Gal.$4 45  
' Q r t .  $ 1 3 5
YOU ALWAYS 
DO BEIIER VI
NEW  FORMULA 5
the Sup«r-La.sllnK hou.se paint 
' GUARANTEKD 5 WAYS ni2TTKn 
0  IMlster resULant m BHsterproof
0  Fume proof 0 SUluproof
Ouaranlecd •ell-prlmlnB
..... $9 .35«„„,....... ; $2.85Gallon
LOANE'S
Hardware ~~ AppUancei Furniture —  China — Music 
Electrical — Television




Enclosed plcusc find 25 cents for which send me 
booklet ‘‘Select Horae Designs.”
NAME..... ............................................................. ...............
ADDRESS.......................... ................. - ..............................
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SUM t>CCV<
C.OAA®. K\TCMeH ♦ HOOkT COVS9. UV>NC i PINING QOOAA 
ij-r . \o'-T 2] -C • i-s’-i*
This plan presents many ideas for an attractive 
home especially suited to a lot with a view to the 
rear, or a slope where one requores a recreation 
room, under the living room and with entrance 
through glass sliding doors onto a patio area. If the 
layout is too wide for your lot we suggest that the 
carport be attached on the front, which would save 
12 ft., and still leave a breezeway where the ramp 
is shown. This plan could be built with a half base­







©LP ^̂ 00^^ 
K'-r - ni-T
Use REDEMIX Concrete
WE'LL DELIVER RIGHT ON TIME 
RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS
V A L L E Y  O F F E R S
To the Builder and Contractor of 
this District
MODERN EQUIPMENT













P H O N E
2 4 2 2
BARLEE AND FARRIS
General Contractors
Have been building in Kelowna for 9 years. 
They specialize in residential building and many 
of the beautiful homes around the district ana 
B and F built . . . Their latest achievement is 
Hall Bros, new store at Mission, and they are now 
renovating the Kelowna Club . . .  The contractors 
specify Bentalls Ready Mix Concrete only. :
Thi* information service sponsoicd by the
READY-MIX CONCRETE AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
BENTALLS LTD.
1131 H L K  ST. PHONR 1111
W E OFFER YOU  
THIS SELECTION
BAPTONE . . . SATIN GLO ENAMEL 
SATIN GLO SEMI . . . BAPCO PURE 
PAINT . . . PORCELITE . . . BAPNOR 
SATIN GLO LATEX . . . BAPCOLITE 
MARINE ENAMEL
SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINTS . . . 
ENAMELOID . . . KEMGLO . . . 
SUPER KEMTONE
And Everything For The Home Decorator
All Wallpaper Patterns and a full line of Artist’s Materials
TREADGOLD s'uPPLY LTD.
1619 PENDOZl ST. P H O N E  l l l i
YOU DON'T HAVE TO
SIT UP AND BEG FOR IT
^  YOU W ANT GLASS
WE HAVE SCADS OF IT
Glass of all kinds. Glass cut, ground or drilled. Glass 
cut and shaped for table tops, T.V. lops, shelves, 
refrigerator partitions, push plates. Plate glass win­
dow installations, and Ihermopane insulating window 
installations.
Sash and Door glazed while you wait.
See what we mean, when it comes to glass just call or phone and we will 
be only too pleased to give you all the information and guidance ypu need,
FOR FREE ESTIMATES PHONE OR CALL IN
KELOWNA MIILWORK LTD.
455 SMITH AVI. PH ON E l l l i
SPECIALS on
MAHOGANY PLYWOOD AND OAK FLOORING
S ize
Burly G rade Philippine M ahogany ...........—— 4’x8 ^x ^’’
Rotary Cut Philippine M ahogany .............  4’x8’x>/^”
Ribbon G rain Philippine M ahogany ......—------ 4’x8’x j4 ’*
Random Veed Burly G rade Philippine
Mahogany ..... ............  .............................. 4’x8’x}4”
Random Veed Rotary Cut Philippine
M ahogany ...................  4’x8’x ’4
Rahdom Veed Ribbon G rain Philippine






25/32” X 2'4 Face No. 2 Common Oak Shorts. 
Per 1000 F.B.M.................................................... $13S.G0
Secure Your Requirements NOW!
BUILDING MATERIALS LTD. I  KELOWNA BUILDER̂ S SUPPLY
p h o n e  2422 I 105.4 ELLIS “SerTlcf 1» Onr Firstlhoiighr PHONE 2616
RHONCUS^û \ Y \ G
M  8. S PLUMBING and HEATING
NOW OPEN AT 631 HARVEY AVE.
JACK MILLAR FYFE SOMMERVILLE





CLOSE COUPLE CLOSET with Bcnt, Hcttlng 
scnl. floor fiungc, CP. supply and slop,
Di\TH with shower and pop-up waste.
BASIN with centre «ot, pop-up waste and trap, 
guppllc* and .stops.





INTO CRYSTAL PANORAMIC 
SASHLESS WINDOWS 
. , . and SCO theNC onlMandlng features
'0  Complete elimination o( mulllons, aaBh. bara 
und frames . . , giving clear, VISTA-VISION
views, , .  ,
'0  Simple, easll.v-opcruled and Inconspicuou.s 
nUUGLAH PROOF locking dcvlcy.
, 0  Are consistently , smooth sliding, yet fit 
tightly together when locked, and ensure 
freedom from daughts, rnttles, mol.sturc and 
dust, ,
0  Cut costs on Inslallstlon: nothing extra lo 
l,,,y ~  your Crystal Panoramic window 
ready to Inslalt,
Call Into the atoro today for a demonalratlon
Interior Builders M arket Ltd.
Specify Wood Windows
Vemnn Road KdovmD 3234
Reduced condensation . . , wood 
windows have a nnUirai Insulating 
value, because wood is a non-con­
ductor of heat, or cold. Wood win- 
\dow parts discourage the gather­
ing of inolslurc and condensation 
which is often the cause of dam­
age to costly drhpcrics and inside 
walls.
SAND & GRAVEL
l e l i v c r e t
HARVEY'S I j  w . BEDFORp LTD,
CABINET SHOP \
tor all domralle and commercial 
mlHwork,
MB RAI1.MH AVR. m ONR IWB
vWipi Move t|if Barth”
m i , • ‘ORLlNa TLACB
Flione 4IB8
Keep Kelowna the "SHOWPLACE OF B.C.” During This Centennial
, \
It Costs Less Than You Think To Advertise-Gall 4445
THK DAILY COL’BIER 







WE SERVICE OIL 
BURNERS
Fot- Safety and Efficiency 
Let us clean and adjust yours
Phone 7799 
SMITH SERVICES
Board and Room Business Opportunities
ROOM AND BOARD FOR gentle­




ROOM AND BOARD FOR elder- 
ly people. 809 Harvey Ave. Phone 
4575. 193
BOARD AND ROOM FOR ONE Young Canadian 34 years of age.






102 Radio Building Kelowna
A. C. POLLARD 
B.C. LAND SURVEYOR 
Kelowna
Room 1, 453 Lawrence Ave. 
Phone 3903
Vernon
2803-32nd Ave. Phone 4236
197
Legal
Motels -  Hotels
SEPTIC TANKS AND GREASE 
trap.s cleaned, vacuum equipped. 
Interior Septic Tank Service. 
Phone 2674. If
D i iT U C D c n o n  d a t c t t I'vai m oss p a in t in g  and  
K U I n tK r U K L ) ,  D A Z .tl  l d e c o r a t in g  contractor. Kel-'
& CO.
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS
No. 9 — 288 Bernard Ave. 
PHONE 2321
owna, B.C. Exterior and interior 
painting, paper hanging. Phone 
your requirements now, 3578.
M. Th. tf
married, having lived abroad and 
U S.A. past 12 years desires re- 
nrvnuf ivr» n rs in n  turn home. Have visited and liked
Kelowna and seek permanent
746 Cawston or phone 8973. 19- connection. Will purchase outright
or partnership in any going busi­
ness, but must stand rigid investi­
gation, Will invest $5,000 to
$20,000 and full time services. 
T H I I P K T ^  — 9A I F^MFN'^^^'^^sround includes ownership 
IU U r\lv )IO  Or\LL01V\LMjo( restaurants, hotel, department
store, ice cream and dairy plant, 
wholesale and distribution. Will 
consider any real proi>osltion.
Now winding up present business 
ancl available immediate future. 
Will fly to investigate worthwhile 
offerings immediately. Reply via 
airmail to:
J„ E. McCoy. 300 E. Platte Ave., 








511 LAWRENCE AVE. 
Phone 4434 Kelowna, B.C.
DRAPES EXPERTI.Y MADE -  







s in g e r  & SNOWSELL EXCA­
VATING LTD. for ditches, pipe­
lines. septic tanks. Phone 2834.
M. Th. tf.
VISIT 0. L. JONES USED FUR­
NITURE Dept, for best buys! 513 
Bernard Ave. M-TH-tf
PUBLIC ACCOUNTING
D. H. CLARK &  CO.
Accounting Auditing
Income Tax Consultants
1526 Ellis St. Kelowna, B.C. 
Phone 3590
TOP MARKET PRICES PAID 
for scrap iron, steel, brass, copper, 
lead, etc. Honest grading. Prompt 
payment made. Atlas Iron and 
Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., Van­
couver, B.C. Phone PAcilic 6357.
M-TH-U
Do you want excellent facilities 
for fishing and swimming . . . 
make your stop off here be a 
happy one at "Happy's” .
196
Orchards -  Farms
THOMPSON
ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Accounting — Auditing 
Income Tax Service 
Trustee in Bankruptcy 
Notary Public
1487 WATpi ST. PHONE 3678
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS








249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3103
Mon.. Tues., tf.
ORCHARD, PREFERABLY mix­
ed, wanted to rent by man with 
Horticultural Academy education. 
Please contact Mr. Laborcai, Kel­
owna, 209 Bernard Ave., Mayfair 
Apt. Phone 2789. 191
5 ACRES ORCHARD — GOOD 
soil, nice level land, trees, 9 and 
11 years old. Suitable small 
holding. Particulars write Box 
4726, Kelowna Courier. 193
Property For Sale
Centennial 
CLEAN UP -  PAINT UP 
SALE
Paints —  Brushes 
Rollers — Wallpaper — etc.
10%  OFF
Everything in the Store
KELOWNA PAINT 
& WALLPAPER LTD.
CENTRAL MORTGAGE AND 
HOUSING CORPORATION
INVITATION TO TENDER
Sealed tenders, plainly marked as 
to content and addressed to the 
undersigned, will be received up 
to 12:00 NOON. MAY 6th, 1958. 
for the exterior painting of the 
Corporation properties as detailed 
in the undermentioned Schedule 
U ) ;~
Schcdule (ari— 11 houses 
located at Kamloops, B.C. 
Specifications and forms of ten­
der required may be obtained 
from the address shown below. 
Each tender must be accompan­
ied by a security deposit of lÔ c 
of the amount of the tender. Such 
security deposit shall indemnify 
the Corporation against loss in 
the event of withdrawal of suc­
cessful tenderer subsequent to 
acceptance of the bid by the Cor­
poration. A certified cheque or 
negotiable Dominion of Canada 
•Bonds will be accepted as a sec­
urity deposit. All cheques must 
be made payable to the order of 
Central Mortgage and Housing 
Corporation. The lowest or any 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
T. H. EXTENCE,
Branch Manager 












AMBITIOUS MEN 25 TO 52. for 
sales opening in Kelowna, local 
man preferred, must be neat and 
own reliable car. Earnings ap­
proximately $80.00 per week while 
training, can be increased to 
$125.00 weekly. For interview, 
apply 1546 - 6th Ave., Kamloops, 
B.C. Phone 1878. 193
NEXT TO EATON S
tf






PLANNING A VACATION? Be 
an Avon Representative, and 
start earning for that trip imme- 
diatelv. Write Box 4716, Kelowna 
Courier. 191, 194, 209, 212
Position Wanted
ATTENTION EMPLOYERS 
Work wanted immediately by 
married woman with experience 
in baking iand counter, work of 
bakeshop. Also grocery clerk. 
Willing to do any other type of 
work. For further information, 





New 2 bedroom house in North 
End, good residential district. 
Full price $7,350.00 with some 
terms.
Old House in SoutFi End
Near lake on good lot. Requires 
remodelling to make into 2 bed­
room home. Full price $3,000.00
JOHNSTON &  TAYLOR
REAL ESTATE AND 
INSURANCE AGENTS 
418 Bernard Ave., Radio Building 
Phone 2846
Evenings 2973, 445416  ̂2942
tf
GOOD USED VACUUM Cleaner. 
Runs like new, $20.00 complete. 
Phone 2842 noon or evenings.
192
ENTERPRISE COAL AND wood 
stove. Very good' condition. 
Phone 6948 . 191
SIX PIECE DARK BROWN din­
ing room suite. Phone 6607 195
Articles Wanted
MAN WILL DO ANY KIND OF 




for - your office furniture!
1447 Ellis St. Phone 3202
fences, etc. Phone 4503.' tf
For Rent
W A N T E D  




V'emon Rd„ 3 miles from Kelowna 
Phone 8433
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Three bedroom bungalow, part 
basement, modern kitchen, south 
side, near school, stores 
EULL PRICE $8200 
Possible low down payment. 
Phonb 'Bill Goodwin 3814 even­
ings, 3146 days. Robert H. Wilson 
Realty. 192
HAVE GASH FQR GOOD USED 
automatic electric p r e s s u r  e 
pump, tank and motor. Reply Box 
228, Beaverdell, B.C. 192
Card Of Thanks
FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH- 
cd 2-room suite, private shower 
and toilet. Non-drinkers. Weekly 
or monthly winter rates $42.50 
month. May to October inclusive 
$45 month; 784 Elliott Ave.
M-Thurs. tf.
Boats and Engines
FAST 18-FT, V8 POWERED 
SPEEDBOAT, completely equip' 
ped ,in excellent condition. FuU 
price for quick sale, $2200.00. 
Phone 6349 eves. 191
$2000 DOWN. COMFOR'TABLE 
family home or possible revenue 
house, open fireplace, 220 wiring, 
fruit trees, close to lake,' park 
and school. 682 Okanagan Blvd. 
Phone 4503. 193
WE WISH TO THANK the Knox 
Clinic, nurses and staff of Kelow­
na General Ho.spital for their 
kindness during the time of sick­
ness of the late Mrs .Ethel Lodge. 
May we also thank the many 
friends for their lovely floral 
tributes aind expressions of sym­
pathy., f a m il y ,
191
Funeral Homes
The Interior’s Finest Mortuary
DAY’S FUNERAL SERVICE 
LTD.
Wc offer you the comforting 
services that can only be found 
In suitable sunounclings.










OWNER SELLING 3 BEDROOM 
2 bathroom year old home. Near 
lake in south side. $4,000 will 
handle. Phone 4713 — no agents.
191
Building Materials
BUILDING LOTS — 68’ x 118’. 
Contact Mr. Leo Donhauser — 
Rutland. Phono 7381. 191
4 ROOM HOUSE AND BATH. 
Cellar and wash room. Lawn, 
fruit trees, garage. On bus line. 
$6,700.00.. Write Box 4689, Kelow­
na Courier. 196
BUYING LUMBER
For all your building needs 
Lumber - Sash - plywood 
Insulation - Cement - Bricks 
Paints - Doors - Floorings 
Buv local — Buy at 
WM. HAUG & SON 
1335 Water St. Phone 2066
205
1. Scaled tenders will be received 
up to 3 o'clock, P.M. on May 
29th, 1958, by the Deputy Min­
ister of Recreation and Conser­
vation, Victoria, B.C., for pri­
mer spraying work on the 
Champion. Lakes Park Road 
from the Trans-Provincial 
Highway, No. 3A, to and in­
cluding parking lots and the 
Campsite Road as well as the 
campsite loop roads. The in­
tersection of the Champion 
Lakes Park Road and High­
way No. 3A is situated about 
three (3) miles north of Fruit- 
vale, B.C., Kootenay Land 
District.
2. Plans and specifications may 
be obtained from the Govern­
ment Agents at Vancouver, 
Penticton, Kamloops, Nelson, 
and Rossland or from or from 
the Provincial Parks Branch, 
Department of Recreation and 
Conservation, 544 Michigan 
Street, Victoria, B.C. ,on de­
posit of Ten Dollars ($10.00) 
which W'ill be refunded, except 
in the case of the successful 
tenderer, upon return of the 
plans, etc., in good condition 
within thirty (30) days of the 
opening of tenders.
3. Each tender must be accom­
panied by a certified cheque 
on a hcartered bank of Canada, 
made payable to the Minister 
of Finance for ten percent 
(10%) of the amount of the 
tender which sum shall be for­
feited if the party tendering
• declines to enter into the con­
tract when called upon to do 
so
4. Tenders must be made ont oh 
the form supplied, signed with 
the actual signature of the 
tenderer and submitted in the 
provided envelope which is 
marked “ Tender for Primer 
Spraying Work, Champion 
Lakes Park.” The tender enve 
lope is not to bear any other 
identifying marks
5. No tender will be accepted or 
considered that contains an
(Continued From Page D 
subsidization, but on the basis of 
domestic consumption running 
from 45,000,000 to 50,000,000 bush­
els annually, it would amount to 
many millions of dollars.
"Canadians are generally un­
aware that this subsidization ac­
tually took place over a 10-ycar 
period and of the extent to which 
they benefitted.
"Wheat producers feel it a 
sound r e a s o n  for Instituting a 
system under which they would 
receive somewhat more than the 
export price for wheat sold for 
human consumption in Canada.” 
Pool representatives appeared 
before the commission, along 
with spokesmen for the Alberta 
government a n d  the Alberta 
Farmers’ Union as the seven- 
member body opened a two-day 
heading in this provincial capital. 
NEAR MONOPOLY”
The Alberta government, in a 
brief presented by Agriculture 
Minister L. C. Halmrast, de­
scribed the meat packing indus­
try as a "near monoixily” and 
urged the commission to make a 
thorough investigation of the eco­
nomics of livestock marketing.
The Farmers’ Union agreed 
that meat packing operations 
needed investigation.
Mr. Halmrast said it is fre­
quently alleged that livestock 
buyers "tacitly agree on prices 
among themselves or follow the 
lead of the 'big fellow’ in the 
trade.”
Efficiency in meat packing was 
associated with large-scale oper­
ations "with the result that the 
bulk of meat processing opera­
tions have come to be in the 
hands of a few concerns.”
Packers had developed a sys­
tem of getting cattle directly 
from farms to plants. This had a 
tendency of cutting farmers’ 
prices, especially when the mar­
ket was "slow  or draggy.”
SELL TO TRUCKERS 
Instead of delivering livestock 
to public stockyards for sale by 
auction, many farmers sold di­
rectly to packers because truck­
ers came around to farms and 
sales became fast and easy.
"Packers have taken advan­
tage of the situation by making 
deals with truckers for the deliv­
ery of livestock to them,” Mr. 
Halmrast m a i n  tained. "Thus 
truckers have become agents of 
the packers.”
Farmers’ Union President A. 
W. Platt said that farmers felt 
that too many grade C hogs were 
being turned into grade A bacon.
"The producer is gravely con­
cerned as to whether or not 
grades at which produce is pur 
chased remain the same when it 
reaches the retail outlet.” 
PRODUCT UPGRADED 
Farmers generally were dissat­
isfied with the entire grading sys­
tem. Grading, appeared to be re 
laxed when food was short and 
tightened severely in times of 
surplus. .
It is charged that grades are 
not carried through to the con­
sumer. Farmers feel that food 
products bought by the processor 
at a low grade are frequently 
sold to the consumer at a higher 
grade.
” . . .The farmer is concerned 
about these matters because, _if 
true, they tend to mask real dif­
ferences in price soreads. Fur­
thermore, it essentially inferior 
products are offered to the con­
sumer under top quality brands 
they will tend to lower consump­
tion of that particular product.”
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Supplied by
Okanagan Investments Ltd, 
280 Bernard Ave. 
Members of the Investment 
Dealers’ Association of Canada
Today’s Eastern Priccis ,
(as at r? noon)




































Ind. Acc. Corpn 
Inter. Nickel 





Ok. Hcl. Pfd. 
Ok. Phone 
Powell River 
A. V. Roe 






Cons .Denison 12?i 12’i
Gunnar 15 15*i




.Mta Gas 13»* 13»,
Inter Pipe 42 42V4
-f .23 North Ont. Gas lOVj 10*i
-i- ,32 Trans Can Pipe 24M» Si’s
4- .04 Trans Min. 47V4 47**
iQue. Nat. 22La 22̂ 4
4- fto'lVestcoast V.T. 20*4
_  .03 BONDS
4. J-, Bid Asked
_  28 B.A. Oil 5*4-77 102 104
B.C, Elec. 5*v77 100̂ * lOl^i
. , , lloihc Oil 5-71 112 114 •Asked i Qgg
26*4! 5*3-77 103 105
‘ 25*81 Kelly Doug.
9 '41 cx wts 6-77 9814
4214 iLoblaw 6-77 103
39*4 1 Westcoast ”C”
41*8 5ti-88 103






24 I All Cdn Comp
1‘“»;A11 Cdn Div. 
iCdn Invest Fund 
4 j Divers "B”
^  Grouped Income 
J ‘. ‘ jGr. Inc. Accum.
'Investors’ Mut. 


























Home Oil ”A" 






ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD., 
for all Building Supplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors. 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Collect, 3600 E, 
















VANCOUVER (CP) — A union 
siwkcsman says about 900 laun­
dry, dry-cleaning and dychouse 
workers will consider strike 
action unless they get more than 
the six per cent increase offered, 
by employers. The workers have - 
asked 30 per cent. Affected would 
be 18 businesses in Vancouver, 
New Westminster and Chilliwack.
PENTICTON PROMOTION
PENTICTON (CP)—Penticton
Board of Trade Is going all out 
on its fruit blossom promotion 
this year. President Alec Wilson 
told members trucking firms, 
air lines and other transportion 
media will distribute blossoms in 
Vancouver, Calgary and other 
large centres. ’The blooms will 
be a welcome to visit the Okan­
agan.
ROOM AND BOARD By Gene Ahern
White oak, the heaviest wood 
in Canadian timber production, 
weighs about 49 pounds per cubic 
escalator clause or any otherlfoot.
tf
FLOWER sn o w  ON’ WEDNES­
DAY; 11th of June, will bo held 
by Womcn’.s Auxiliary (aflornoon 
branch) of Anglican Church, in 
Parish Hall, bn Sutherland Ave>
191
RUMMAGE SALK AT KELOW­
NA Yacht Club. April 19th, 2:30 
p.m. _____ 101. 134
SPRING BAZAAR ~  ANGLICAN 
Hall, Sutherland Ave., Wodnes- 
c|ay, April 16, 2 p.in. Home Cook­
ing. dellcnlcssen , fiKids, knlllcd 
goods, fancy work and plants, 
Ten will bo served, 192
TlCKE’rS ARE ON SALE NOW 
for Kelowna Kiwa.sKu',s,Gala Cab- 
«rot-.4tylo Spring Benefit Dance 
nt the Canadian l-eglon Hall, Fri­
day, April 18. Available at Dyck's 
Drugs. ‘$3,50 a couplC;_______1
V Personal
THE BERNARD LODGE 
Rooms by day, week, month, al.so 
housekeeping. 911 Bernard Ave,, 
phon> 221.'), tf
SMAlL FURNISHED LAKE"- 
KRONT home at Okanagan Mis­
sion. Mrs. George Goldsmith; 
Phono 816.3  ̂ _  _  191
PRINCE CHARLES LODGE
Rooms by day, week, month 
Community kitchen, rill fricllltlcs 
924 Bernard Ave. Phone 4124
214
G uouN d'  i'’i.,o6  R ™  p u  p l Iex
suite, .') rooms and bath. Apply 
up.stnlrs 832 Bernard Ave. Avail­
able May 1st. 196
A 'r r R A ti f iv i 'r N i^
ATKD front two room apurtmcnt, 
liol|y\voixl beds, quiet house, suit 
permanent business person, 770 
Hernarci Ave,, Plionc 8540. 196
TWO ii6 6 m 's u it e ”to
r-'uinishcd. Electric stove. 1034 
Borden. „ I9U 197, 203
SPECIAL
1957 FORD FA IRLA N E d u b
sedan, metjallic grey, white 
wall tires, automatic trans., 
heater, clock, windshield 





Your old Adding Machine , 




1427 Ellis St. ■ Phone 3,')(M
211
Insurance
1951 TWO-TONE, FOUR-DOOR 
FORD. Reconditioned motor, 
transmission and difforenlial. 
Body in good condition. $700. 
Phone 8887. tf
E J ilN E X T ilA /' MONEY. WE 
need you to do Baby Slibos or 
nddrcs.H envelopes. Light! ca.sy 
work at homb. Full or spare-time, 
Information free. Enclose .stamp­
ed ;mlf-uddt;css(kl envelope. C, 
Windcls, Box 2101, Que.sncl, B.C.
101
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for finle’’—there are some great 
bargains listed every Issue of the 
Courier, 32-tfl
for light farm truck. Can be seen 
at Lakeview Trailer Park, South 
Pendozl St, .193
19.53 HILLMAN. GOOD condition 
all round, $475.00. 701 Clement 
Ave. 190
Business Personal
WHY PAY MORE? Our years of 
experience with natural gna can 
bo your nnawor to more econo­
mical Installation. For free eatl- 
m!»tc» call 4646 a tc l ’a Qoa Ser- 
■ v i c d . ' " ' T_____
AT
homo.; Invoices, ^.tatcinents, lel- 
tcra. etc,, done by *ully cx- 
trlcncifd atcnoifcapJicr, Phon^
OPENING
C. &  C. APARTMENTS
EdOewpod Road, 
Bankhead
All newly decorated and Ycno>- 
vatwl two to flw  room apart 
ments. Private entrances and 
bitllt, Gan heating nn<V Ihstalln- 
tlons. , '
Auto Financing
ancing plan will help you make 
a belter deal. See us for details 
now, before yo\i buy, Carruthers 
and Motklc Ltd, 304 Bernard 
Ave., Kelowna,




253 Lawrence Ave., Kelowna 




6. The lowest, on any tender, not 
necessarily accepted.
7. A copy of the plans and speci- 
fictions may be viewed at the 
office of the Building and 
Construction Industries Ex­
change of British Columbia, 
342 West Pender Street, Van­
couver, B.C.
8. Further information and site 
inspection may be arranged by 
contacting W. E. Rolls Tele- 
phono 2-6111, Local 578) or C. 
J. Velay (Telephone 2-6111, 
Local 5'75) at the. Porvinclal 
Parks Branch office, 544 Mi­
chigan' Street, Victoria, B.C.
D. B. TURNER, 
Deputy Minister









X) PIPFEKEX'CE HOW 
Fmv r DENY HAY.X'5 
AWALONEY BECAÎ E 
A\y FglENPS P!iAP 
WITH A\E F02
I PKOPPEP INT® \  
THE BAT BOOST OUB, 
ANP ALL THE MEMBER 
FELL L'RON AAE LIKE 
ceows ON A FIELD 0? 
FBESHL'/ a'ANTEP 
COW A5KIN5 FOB
AS r EECALL IT, »  
•>00 HAVE $ ]0 0 0 , 
HAVEN’T >IDUtr„ 
WELL, INVEST IT 4 
IN A L0N6-TERM  
gOND.-.THEN >00 
CAN TBOTHFULL.'/ 
TELL 'Zh\ YOU ■ 




O Z L £ M / E  
TOmPOZk 
C O U P LE a : 
m m s i '
%
Gardening and Nursery
ROTOTILLING AND PLOUGH 
ing done, Plrnno 3104. ' tf
haVe ~ y o u iT g  ar¥ e n “ ro^
TILLED. Phone 4703. 205
TONS OF GOOD MANURE, 'M i­





1954 36’ AMERICAN HOUSE
trailer, nice condition, 'rrade 
equity for furniture, full price 
$3,.500.00 at Endcrby Trading 
Post or Phono Tennyson 8-7644.
104
Phone 8 6 1 3
196
REDSTONE’S TRAILER SAI.ES 
and Service — PcnchlAnd, B.C, 
Phono Pbachland 6OT, 194
IIIBTORIC AREA
An nreri of 10 nquaro miles at 
Banff Hot Springs waa Act aside 
as Canada’s first national park 
In 18658 I
Equipment Rentals
fl o o r  SANDING MACHINES 
and Polishers. Now availnble for 
rent In Kelowna, II and B Paint 




No white space. 
Minimum 10 words.
1 Insertion ....... per word 34
3 consccullvo
insertions .........per word 2</j4
8 consccuttvo Insertions 
or more ............ per word 2i
Glauined Display
bno Insertion — — —$1.12 Inch 
1 consecutive
insertions ... ............ .. 1.03 inch
I consecutive insertions
' or more ..... ...... ......... 03 Inch
Cornier
Classlllcd Telephone \ 1
, - 4445 ' \
FREIGHT RATES
(Continued From Page 1) 
ponniUed to make any charge on 
freight rates for taxes unless 
•such taxes are currently payable, 
While the provinces in their ar­
gument today conceded the tax 
deferral setup is not wrong as 
an accounting matter, they said 
"We do have a distinct quarrel 
with the action of the railway in 
.showing—and with the board in 
approvlng—lhe tax/saving ns a 
curroht opcrntlnii expense,
“This stop of nccc.ssity imposed 
upon the freight rates a burden 
which whs improper in any event 
but which in this case was the 
.sole cause of increasing freight 
rates by eight per cent (the sum 
of the last two Iwosts). . . .
PAY WHEN NECI288ARY 
"Even accepting the railway 
case that the taj? saving Is a de­
ferred tax, the effect of allowing 
the railway to include torlay’s tax 
savings in current operating ox 
pense 1s to require today's shli)- 
pors to pay in Ihclr freight rates 
exce.ss amounts averaging nuue 
than $6,000,000 annually in the 
Inst four years,”
This figure referred only to the 
Canadian Pacific, which now is 
having around $10,000,000 a year 
put into the tax deferral fund.
"If, ns and when it Irccomes 
necessary I for the Canadian Pa­
cific to pity higher income taxes 
, . . let the money required for 
these taxes be obtained o\it of 
the rates of the shippttrs then us­





Monday, Tiic.sday and 
Wednesday
April 14, 15, 1(»
"SHARK FIGHTERS"
Sea Drama in Color 
Victor Mature, Karen Steele
ADDED ATTRACTION
Amazon Traders"
Documentary in Color 
lolin Sutton, Maria Fernanda
PARAMOUNT
BUY BOOK TICKETS AND SAVE
Now Showing Twice, Nightly — 7;00 & 9:00 p.m.
A T E M P E S T U O U S  LOVE S T O R Y , , . I N  THE  
m --.  W O R L D 'S  M O S T  R O M A N T I C  S E T T I N G !uptu'fd mr.WiYiSjOH® pRfamount
_ inCHAIIK (VMIMI.N
KiLEY.»dSe v il l a ,
__..jostGUARDIOLA
■til leitis iMdeslllas ■ kisi ManuH Maitui • Francisco Bernal • Ralael Farina • oiti it4 tPKiu 
oa,a«iiiMi,i)ulioPa(laviaJMtNitto-rii>auuaii>n<moawi• D.«t,aatDmus<|tt.wnitM a 
><»,ti»MCot«.Anii«aaam<uctwi»Ma'»r«t««'»<aCaa >»»ia hmUtM d t
‘tiU Kr flat foMHf vt 0 0o«nf«a| flq«ai*f)ro gyrftac*
n-.CIINirOUM.'
COMING WEDNESDAY —  WALT DISNEY’S 
“P E B n r
c o m in g
Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday, April 1 7 ,1 8 ,1 9
"COMANCHE"
Outdoiif Drama in Color




Scenic Fcaiurcttc in Color
Oaten Open 6:30 Nightly! 



















MD  BRIAN * MARSHA HU NT c
i l l
m
(Showing at 7:05 and 10:20)
ODEON DRIVE-IN
VERNON —  Highway 97 North At City Limit* 
The Intatrlor'a largest and most modern Drive In Tlieatro
f
BION., APEIL 14. IfSS THE DAILY COUmiEK |Q
500 PARATROOPERS IN MASS JUMP
/
Their parachute adjusted, 
members of the second battal­
ion, Royal Canadian Regiment,
■ march to a transport plane at 
Crumlin airport, London, Ont. tOŷ  
.begin Operation Snowdrop, one
of the biggest air drops ever 
staged in Canada. In all, 500 
paratroops participated and, 
though two 'chutes became en­















Many of the paratroops were i weeks. Hundreds of spectators
stepping oH into space for ^ e  1 demonstration, which
first time. Bad weather had de- , ,
l a y ^  the mass jump for two 1 was described as successful.
U.S. Nuclear Subs Will
By ELTON C. FAY
WASHINGTON (AP)—Units of 
the U.S. Navy’s ship inertial nav­
igation system will he put to test 
aboard a nuclear submarine sche­
duled to cruise under Arctic ice 
to the North Pole later this year.
This will be the system used to 
pinpoint precisely the position of 
nuclear submarines ns they aim 
their 1,000 - mile intermediate 
range ballistic missiles toward 
distant targpts while hidden be 
nenth the sen.
The system is an intricate work­
ing of gyroscopes, acceleromet­
ers to sense changes, electronic 
computers to calculate data in 
split seconds and “Servo” motors 
which are' the muscles respond­
ing to thp commands of the elec­
tronic brain.
GYRO ALL-IMPORTANT 
Its heart is the gyroscope, cap­
able of spinning on any axis, 
able to keep iwlntlng at a pre­
set direction of weeks and months 
regardless of the roll, pitch and 




I Hero ore some Ortho Garden 
Products Long’s are stocking 
for Bug Halers in Kelowna
Peat-B-Oon . . » a residual 
1 Insecticide 50';i wcttablc DDT,
W««d*B-Gon Spray kills weeds 
1 and woody plants,
LaWtt iQroom — does a jobs
In oiie
FcedJi your lawn 
Klllf weeds 
Controls insects
Insect Rontli Home and gar­
den mulU piuiw.se spiray
1 bomb
1 Many other types of Inscctl 




It is much like the device used 
to start ballistic missiles off on 
correct course—the,,intertial guid­
ance system—with one important 
difference: The inertial mechan­
ism in the missile needs to re­
tain accuracy for only three or 
four m in u te s th e  mechanism 
abard a nuclear-powered missile 
submarine must remain accurate 
for weeks or months,
The projected cruise of one of 
the atomic submarines to the 
geographic North Pole will in­
volve days of operating under 
permanent ice.
An entire system outfit prob­
ably will not be used, because 
the first production models won’t 
be ready by th it time.
The conventional method of lo 
eating a ship's position by colcsr 
trial navigation — “shooting the, 
.sun” with a sextant and vising a I 
chronometer — would be useless 
aboard a p o 1 a r I a submarine 
which may remain submerged 
for weeks. Moreover, the data ob­
tained and the instruments used 
would be far too Inaccurate for| 
aiming a mi.ssile from a sub­
merged submarine.
In the Inertial system, the spin­
ning <;ore of the gyroscone must 
rpovc no more than a few .sec-' 
onds of an arc, relative to tho| 
nUch, roll or yaw of the submar­
ine.
The shafts of the gyroscope j 
float free in an oil-like liquid be­
cause the flne:it bearings would 
create drag. One design of the] 
gyroscoiw involves floating thei 
shafts on air, actually hellu^ 
gas. to increhse the accuracy, 
The lightest touch of the smal­
lest feather, the weight of a frnc- 
lion of a dii.st particle would af­
fect nccurney.
But despite this seemingly del-1 
Icncy, the gyi'oscboe Is designed jl 
to withstand the hammer - llkO|' 
blow of n nearby depth charge.
This ultrn-nccurncy Is essential | 
bcc-ause the exact ivoslUon of ni 
submarine relative to a target 
hundreds of miles nwav must be 
knowi\ to “crank Into" the mis­
sile live prt' - firing data It will 
need to start It off on the,correct] 
course. :

















G rand new, b ran d  new  fashions, c learance p r ic e d  now  he» 
cause o f the e a r ly  Easter! A n d  p le n ty  o f  sp r in g  
clothes w eather s till ahead! A  b ig , 
w onderfu l selection  o f  coats, suits, 
dresses, costum es a n d  sportsw ear!  
H u rry  in  for d ra m a tic  savings!
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Sovne of the craters on thd 
moon are estimated to be 1501 
miles across and four inilo-'|| 
deep. ' ' ,
523 Bernard Avc.
“
'Where The lady Meets Fashion' Phone 3029
